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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the feasibiìity of using seismic techniques

in the search for ore deposits, with particular emphasis given to lo-

cat i ng ore-bod i es at great depths. The bas i c procedure fol I owed was

essential ly an understanding of the forward problem, whereby the ef-

fects of the subsurface strueturc ¡n --a typieal mining district was

thoroughly studied. Such a study presupposes that there is a substan-

tial knowledge of the subsurface geology and the seismic velocity dis-

tribution of the area under consideration. Consequentìy, the initial

stage of the study was devoted to determining the elastic parameters.

This was accompl ished by laboratory measurement of seismic velocities

and dens i t i es of core sampl es obta i ned from the Sudbury Bas Ì n.

The measured data shows that unl ike most young sedimentary rocks'

the velocity of crystalline rocks strongly depends on the chemicaì com-

position and density of the rock type, even in the low pressure region.

llafic igneous rocks have substantialìy higher velocities than felsic

rocks. The computed acoustic impedance reveals a very high value for
t

massive sulphides, foì lowed by oxide-rich quartz gabbro and mafic nor-

ite. The reflection coeficient of possible interfaces in the Basin

shows exceptionally high values for all interfaces formed with massive

suìphides, and moderately hi gh values for micropegmatite/oxide-rich

quartz gabbro and maf i c nor i telgran i te gne i ss i nterfaces.

By virtue of its capability to handle lateral as well as vertical

inhomogeneities, fast computing time and flexibi ì ity, the asymptotic



ray theory r^/as f ound more su itab ìe f or study i ng the ef f ect of geolog-

ical structures typical ly found in the Sudbury Basin. Hence, aì I the

analysis and the numerical simulation undertaken in this study are

based on th i s theory.

Host of the seismic models are large scale modeìs ranging in depth

from 5 km to l0 km and they represent actual geoìogical conditions in

Sudbury. The seismic response of these modeìs shows that the micropeg-

matite/oxide-r'ich quartz gabbro and the mafic norite/granite gneiss

contacts are characterized by substantial ly strong reflections. This

suggests that these interfaces can serve as marker horizons in future

seismic surveys. Besides, the intimate association of sulphide miner-

al ization with mafic norite sub-layer indicates that the seismic method

could be a powerful exploration tooì in Sudbury-l íke environments.

Small scale models up to 1.6 km deep were constructed to simulate

typical mineral ized structures in Sudbury. ln al I the models consid-

ered, the sulphide body is outlined by a distinctly high amplitude of

refìection. Both the travel time and the dynamic characteristics of

these models have features that are indicative of the presence of min-

eral ized structures.

From the model studies it is learned that conventional seismic re-

fìection methods can be effectively used in mapping major geological

structures in Sudbury, but the identification of mineral ized zones, on

the other hand, requires the use of new high resolution seismic techni-

ques.
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Chapte-r I

I NTROD UCT I ON

The great majority of mineral deposits are beneath the surface of

the earth, and their detection depends upon the physicaÌ characteris-

tics which differentiate them from the surrounding media. Seismic

methods are based on the detection of the variations in the elastic

properties of rocks for determining geological structures associated

with hydrocarbon accumulation, such as faults, anticì ines and syn-

cl ines. Simi larly, variations in electrical conductivity and in natu-

ral currents in the earth, the rates of decay of artificial potential

differences introduced into the ground, ìocal changes in gravity' mag-

netism, and radioactivity, all provide us with valuable information as

to the nature of the subsurface structures. The knoweledge acquired

from these properties wiìl be used to determine the most favourable

places for ìocating the mineraì deposits we seek. The choice of a

method to locate a particular mineralization depends on the nature of

the mineralization and of the host rock. A method may give a direct or

indirect indicatioí of the presence of a mineral deposit. An example

of the former is the magnetic method when used to find magnetic ores of

iron or nickel. The same method can be indirectly used to find placer

gold deposits associated with magnetite.

Seismology is at present the only branch of geophysics that offers a

feasible method by which subsurface investigation can be carried out to

the greatest depths, as wel I as with correspondingly high resolution
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and accuracy. The high resolution and accuracy stems from the fact

that seismic waves have the shortest waveìength of any wave that can be

observed after modul at i on by pass i ng through structures i ns i de the

earth. Seismic \¡/aves undergo the least distortion in ampl itude' as

compared with other observables, such as heat fìow, electromagnetic

phenomena, strain, and static displacement (Aki and Richards, 1980) '

The prime objective in exploration seismology is the mapping of geo-

r*a¡* i nrrar i ¡hl w i n thc nnnermost oart of the
loglcal 5Lf u9Lu¡sÞ qllllvÞL rrrvst tsvtl

earthrs crust. The general theoretical background of seismic prospect-

ing has much in common with earthquake seismology, the principal dif-

ference being in the frequency of the seismic waves empìoyed. ln con-

trast to earthquake \^raves, the waves used in seismic prospecting are of

very short waveìength with frequencies ranging from about 10 Hz to 100

Hz. The basic principles of the instruments used are generaì ly the

same, but their technical specifications and operational detai ls are

greatìy different.

Expìoration seismology is broadìy classified into the refraction

method and the reflection method. The reflection method has been used

far more than any other geophysicaì method for the mapping of subsur-

face structures in reìativeìy young sedimentary areas favourable for

hydrocarbon accumulation. The conventional method is less promising

for deep crustal studies, its optimum practical appl icabi I ity being

confined to studies at intermediate depths, from a few hundred meters

to a few ki lometers.

The refract i on method '
wh i ch appl i es Snel I rs

at present in the oi I

Iaw of optics to seism-

i ndustry but i s wi deì Yic waves, is less PoPular
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used in crustal studies and has considerabìe appì ication in engineering

and groundwater probìems. I n a reconai ssance survey, the refraction

method has some important advantages over the refìection method. ln

contrast to refìection surveys, which in the absence of velocity data

can give only the geometry of the subsurface formations, refraction

surveys yield data on the seismic velocities and ìarge scaìe geometry

of the formations (Sharma, 1g76). 0n the other hand, the refraction

method has some serious disadvantages in comparison with the refìection

method: a) the method is inherently blind to detect a low velocity lay-

er sandwitched between two layers of higher veìocity, b) if one of the

layers is thin in comparison with the depth, the refracted wave from

this ìayer may never reach the surface as a first arrival, and c) for

the same depth of penetration, the refraction method requires more en-

ergy and substantial ly ìarge source-detector di stance than the reflec-

tion method.

The usual procedure in exploration seismology is to generate seismic

waves by a near-surface explosion(or a mechanical vibration), record

the resulting waves which reach the surface at various distances

through different paths, and deduce the position of reflecting and re-

fracting interface by the analysis of travel times of identifiabìe wave

groups. Both refraction seismics and refìection seismics need a device

for generating and detecting seismic pulses. By far the most common

method of generating seismic \^/aves is by exploding a dynamite charge in

a hole. The amount of dynamite used depends on many factors, one of

which is the depth to the geologic structure to be investigated.

Tremendous progress has been made in seismoìogy in the last two dec-
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ades primarily because of the advent of modern computers and

improvements in data acquisition systems, which are now capable of di-

gitaì and anaìog recording of ground motion over a wide range of fre-

quencies. Such advances in technology have enabled seismologists to

make measurements with far greater precision and sophistication than

was previously possible. A correspondingly high degree of computation-

al analysis have been applied to hjgh-quaìity data and elaborate theo-

ret i ca I mode l s have been dev i sed to i nterpret them.

Traditionaì seismic interpretation techniques have put more emphasis

on determining the velocity and layer structure based primari ly on

travel times. Recently, i t has been real ized that both the arr ival

time and shape of a seismic wavelet provide information regarding the

fine structure and physical properties of the material through which

the wave has propagated (Braile and Smith, \97Ð. Then it is the task

of the exploration seismologist to determine the subsurface structure

and the physical properties from the data obtained at the earthrs sur-

face. This is what is known as the solution of the inverse probìem and

requires an understanding of the forward probìem, i.e., the effects of

earth structures on seismic waves. The main objective of this thesis

is to demonstrate the effects of various seismic velocity distributions

on the resuìting seismic record sections using synthetic seismograms,

and to apply the results to base metal exploration at unusuaìly greater

depths. The overall procedure is essentially a forward problem and it

is based on seismic velocity distributions derived from laboratory-

measured seismic veloci ties and the geological sections from which the

rock samples for velocity measurement were obtained. The samples were

obtained from the wel I known mining district of Sudbury, 0ntario.
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l4ost of the existing techniques for generating synthetic seismograms

are designed to handle seismic problems associated with horizontally

layered structures with no lateral var iation in physical properties.

0n the other hand, most ore-bodies are known to occur in moderately-to-

steeply dipping and often irreguìar structures. consequently, the

"asymptotic ray method'r, which al lows both lateraì and vertical inhomo-

geneity, but not necessarily as exact as the wave methods used for lat-

eral Iy homogeneous layers, was found more appropriate to model geolog-

ical structures typical of the Sudbury Basin.

ln the first half of the thesis, the geoìogical background and the

laboratory seismic velocity measurements are presented (chaPter 2 and

chapter 3). Chapter 4 lays the theoretical basis of the seismic mod-

elìing to be described in the next chapter. Finally' the role of some

of the existing data processing operations with respect to seismic data

col lected for mineral expìoration is investigated in detaÌ l.

Sei smi c methods i n mi neral exploration

Seismic techniques have had I imi ted appl ication in mineral explora-

tion compared to petroìeum prospecting. This is mainly because of the

compìexity of geologic conditions with many rock types, faulting' frac-

turing etc., that are commonly associated with areas of ore deposition.

Consequentìy, velocity contrasts are ì ikely to be uncertain and vari-

able with resultant complex seismic wave propagation paths, which makes

data interpretation far from unique. Besides, other geophysical meth-

ods, such as electrical and El'1 methods are more ideally suited to di-

rect detection, so that seismic methods could not offer any advantage

l-.1
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for sha I I ow ore depos i ts .

Both convent i ona I refract i on procedures and sha I ì ow refract i on tech-

niques with hammer energy sources have been successfulìy used to deter-

mine the depth to bedrock, probabìe composition of the bedrock materi-

âl, and thickness of overburden for diamond dri l l hole Iocations.

Seismic methods have been used to locate pìacer deposits in overburden

materials above bedrock by outl ining preglaciaì depressions in the bed-

rock topography (Hobson, 1966; Hobson and Grant, .l964) . Nonmetal I ic

mineraì deposits such as gypsum, limestone, and cement can also be de-

lineated using the same procedures as in engineering applications.

The most noteable appl ications to detect metal I ic ore-bodies, prima-

rily sulphides, were made by Elliot (1967), Wabaso and llereu (1978),

and gverton (1972, 1976). ln the first two studies, the technique used

was a combination of fan shooting and ray path tracing. Nevertheless'

al ì studies directed toward del ineating sulphide ore-bodies were exper-

imental in nature and some of the results were not encouraging.

The present trend, along with the advancement of electronic technoì-

ogy, is that of using seismic refìection techniques to map major geo-

logical features favourable for metal ì ic ore-deposits as weì ì as de-

tecting the ore-bodies themselves. Consequently, there is a growing

interest in using conventional and new high resolution petroleum pros-

pecting instrumentation in sedimentary basins within the shield areas

and in regions where there is appreciable layering or diversity of the

d i fferent rock types.
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l.? Seismic surveys in the Canadian Precambrian Shield.

Since the earìy sixties, there has been a growing interest in under-

standing the various geological processes in the deeper parts of the

Earthrs crust. This has resul ted in an increased crustal seismic ac-

tivity in many parts of the worìd, pârticuìarìy in Europe (Heissner,

1967i 1973; Dohr and l'leissner, 197Ð, the U.s.S.R. (Kominskaya and

Riznichenko, l96l+), and North America (Berry, H.J., 1973; 0l iver and

1-,,¡*^^ ìfì??. C*: +k^^^ ^+ ¡I Iô77. nFÂÀñ a+ al lOQn\l\óUlllléll¡ l)ll¡ JllllLll>vl¡ çL ql.r tJllt ulççrr sL qr.t tJVvl .

ln North America, there are a number of groups from the university

and government that are presently engaged in large scale seismic crus-

tal studies. Noteable examples of such groups are the COCORP (Consor-

tium for Continental Reflection Profiìing), (Cook et al., 1980) in the

United States and COCRUST (Green et al., ì980; Deìandro and Hoon, 1982)

i n Canada.

The Bulk of the seismic surveys in the Canadian Precambrian Shield

are crustal in nature, with refraction profiles as long as 400 km.

These surveys have resulted in a better understanding of the two most

often quoted parameters, crustal th¡ ckness and upper mantle veloci ty'

in the Canadian Shieìd. lt has been established that the crust is gen-

erally thinner in the Superior Structural Province than in the Church-

i ì ì Province (l'lereu and Hunter, 1969) . lt is al so known that the upper

crust in the northeastern part of the Canadian Shield is characterized

by low velocity zones (Berry, 1973; Berry and Fuchs, 197Ð. Whereas in

the southwestern part of the Sh i el d, l,lan i toba and Northwestern Ontar io,

the crustaì velocity structure is given by a three layer model with

step-like velocity increases with depth (Haìl and Hajnal, 1969;1973).
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ln recent years, seismic surveys, both reflection and refraction,

have been uti I ized to map granite-greenstone contacts, fault zones, and

structural province or subprovince boundaries (Green et aì., 1979;

Green, l98l; Young,1979). ln some parts of the Shield, the contact

between volcanic rocks and sedimentary rocks has been mapped by seismic

reflection techniques (Ha¡nal and Stauffer , 197Ð. These and several

other seismic studies in the Shield give substantial evidence for the

increasing role of the method in the area. Hence' it appears that deep

seismic rnapping continues to be an important factor in developing an-

swers to major geoI og i ca l quest i ons.

The Sudbury Basin is one of the ìargest mining district in the Cana-

dian Shield. Considerabìe use of conventional mining geophysical meth-

ods has helped in locating metaììic ore-bodies in the area. However,

their appìicability has been limited to shallow ore-bodies' not exceed-

ing lOO m in depth. ln this study an attempt will be made to investi-

gate the feasibiìity of using the seismic method, which has a much

greater depth of penetration, in Sudbury-l ike environments. Laborato-

ry-measured seismic velocities of core samples obtained from the area

were uti ì ized to compute seismic models of geologicaì structures typi-

cally found in the Sudbury Basin. 0n the basis of the computed seismic

responses, it was possible to make a detailed study of the seismic dis-

continuity in the District.
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Chapter 2

GEOLOGY

2. ì Generaì geology of the Canadian Shield

The Canadian Shield is a vast region of Precambrian rocks that occu-

py nearly half the area of Canada, with a total bed-rock area of nearly

4.5 mi I ì ion square km. Except on the northeastern side facing the

n-Ã^hìâA¿.1 ChiÀt¡ +!.a l^ana¡lian Qhiaì¡l ie crrrrar¡n¿{a¡{ }rr¡ Þ}rrnarnzni¡ ea¡l-ql 9gllIqtlU Jlll9lgt L¡19 Vqllgv¡gl¡ Jrrrers

imentary rocks forming a platform cover of reìatìvely undisturbed rocks

protected by the virtuaì ly stable Precambrian basement (Stockwel I et

â1., 1970). The Shield is beìieved to have remained esentially stable

since the end of Precambrian time, however, it has been disturbed by

Phanerozoic faults especiaì ly along the southern boundary and along the

borders of the Bothia Upì ift in the north. The more stable western

boundary of the Canadian Shield is free from any disturbance caused by

Phanerozoic faults.

0n the basis of the overal ì differences in internal structural

trends, style of folding and geologic ages, the Shield is divided into

structural provinces and subprovinces (Figure 2.ì). The structural

divisions, aìthough based primari ly on geological evidence, have been

greately strengthened by isotope age studies of orogenies. The bounda-

ries between provinces are drawn where one trend is truncated by an-

other, either along major unconformities or, in their absence, along

orogenic fronts.
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Figure 2. l. Structural provinces and subprovinces of
Shield (modif ied af ter Stockwet I et al .,
et al ., 1970) .
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Four major orogenic periods have been recognized, named, and defined

in the Canadian Shield. The Kenoran 0rogenY (with mean K/Ar mica age

of 2480 l4a) is defined as the last important period of widespread fold-

ing, metamorphism, and intrusion in the Superior Province, and is also

wel I establ ished in the Slave and Nain Provinces. Simi larìy defined

are the Hudsonian $rogeny (mean k/Ar age of 1735 la) of the Churchill

Province as the type region (has aìso been established in the Bear

Province and Southern Province), the Elsonian Qrogeny (mean K/Ar mica

age of ì370 f4a) with Western Nain Province, as the type regìon; and the

Grenvillian 0rogeny, (mean K/Ar age of 955 Ha) of the Grenviìle Prov-

ince being the type region (Stockwell et al., 1970).

The Canadian Shield is broadly cìassified into two first-order time

units, the Archean and the Proterozoic. The Archean includes rocks

involved in the Kenoran Orogeny and all other oider rocks. The Proter-

ozoic, on the other hand, spans the time from the close of the Kenoran

Orogeny to the beg i nn i ng of the Cambr i an Per i od.

The Superior Province is the ìargest Archean province in North Amer-

ica (Condie, l98l), with dominant whole-rock Rb-Sr and U-Pb zircon ages

ranging from about 2500 to 3000 l'la. Nearly all known mineral occur-

rences in Archean rocks are located in voìcanic-sedimentary belts, or

greenstone belts, and most occurrences, whether they consist of massive

sulphides, gold bearing quartz veins, nickel iferous mafic intrusions or

iron deposits, are closeìy associated with the volcanic rocks them-

selves (Lang et al., 1970).

The primary interest in shield geology is the occurrence of a wide

range of economic mineral deposits including precious metals, base met-
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als, ferrous and ferro-al loy metals, uranium and some non-metals.

Noteabìe mining distrìcts of the Shield include: banded iron forma-

tions of Quebec and Labrador, Nickel copper deposits of Sudbury,0ntar-

io, and the Thompson-Hoak Lake areas of l,lan i toba and the s i lver-cobaì t

deposits of Cobaìt, 0ntario.

!.! Reqional qeoìoqical of the Sudburv Bas i n

Sudbury is uniquely located near the junction of the Superior,

Southern, and Grenvi I Ie structural provinces of the Canadian Shield

(F igure 2.2) . The Grenvi I le Front, the northeast-trending contact zone

between the Grenviììe Province and the Southern and Superior Provinces,

is located about l0 km southeast of fft" Sud¡ury Basin. The Sudbury

Structure also 'lies along the line of junction of two major fault sys-

tems, the east to northeast-trending Hurray system of the north shore

of Lake Huron, and the north-northwest-striking 0naping system of the

Superior Province and the Cobalt plain (Card and Hutchinson, 1972).

The major and minor axes of the Sudbury structure are aligned parallel

to the ltlurray and 0naping fault systems respectively (Figure 2"2).

Both the location and shape of the Sudbury structure are clearly

related to regional tectonic features, íncluding the junction of three

stucturaì provinces and two main fault systems. The whole structure is

bel ieved to I ie within a possible major Precambrian rift system. Re-

gional stratigraphic evidence indicates that some of these tectonic

features predate intrusion of the Sudbury Nickel lrruptive due to their

apparent influence on Aphebian sedimentation (Card and Hutchinson,

1972) .

sett i nq
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2.] General qeoìogy of the Sudbury Basin

The Sudbury Basin is outl ined by the Nickel lrruptive, an intrusion

which encloses an elliptical basin (Figure 2.3) of approximately 6O km

in an east-northeast direction and 27 kn across. The irruptive con-

sists of a lower gabbroic portion known as the "noriterrand an upper

granitoid portion known as the'rmicropegmatite". The lower contact of

the irruptive on the south dips northward at angles of about i+50 to /00

but, in some iocaiions, ii is verticaì, or even south-ci ipping (Cai-ci anrj

Hutchinson, 1972). The northern contact dips southward at angles of

approximateìy 300 to !Oo . At depth, the Nickel I rruptive is commonly

bel ieved to be basin or funneì-shaped, with rocks of the South Range

thrust faulted 5 km upwards relative to the North Range.

ln the north, the Nickel lrruptive intrudes Archean granitic and

migmatitic rocks of the Superior Province. South, east and west of the

lrruptive there are rocks of the Southern Province consisting of Pro-

terozoic metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks of the Huronian Super-

group, felsic intrusions of several ages incìuding the I'lurray' Creigh-

ton, and Grenville Front granites, as weìl as mafic intrusions of

various ages. lnside the lrruptive, there are rocks of the Whitewater

Group, which include a lower luff-breccia sequence (0naping formation),

carbonaceous slate unit (Onwatin formation) and an upper turbidite-

greywacke sequence (Chelmsford formation). The group has a combined

thickness of about 2,400 m. The Onaping formation is intruded by the

micropegmatite and consists essentially of metasedimentary and grani-

toid rock and mineral fragments and devitrified and crystal I ized glass-

es.
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l{any fragments show evidence of meìting, and many dispìay features con-

sidered distinctive of shock metamorphic origin. These features and

the discovery of shatter cones gave support to the theory that the Sud-

bury structure could be explained by an explosive meteorite impact

(Dietz, 196\; French, 1972). Accord¡ng to this hypothesis, the onaping

formation is interpreted as a fal lback breccia deposited immediately

after impact in the original crater.

Rubidium-st¡'ontium ages' cstimated using mineral-whole roek p-ai rs

from the Sudbury Basin indicate that the Sudbury event, marked by the

devel opment of shock metamorph i sm and i ntrus i on of the N i ckeì I rrup-

tive, is l9O0 Ha old (Gibbins and flcNutt, 197Ð. l'lore recently two

independent high precision U-Pb zircon ages measured using norite sam-

ples from the North and South Ranges give ages of 1849.6 and 1849 t'ta

respectiveìy(Krogh et al., 1982). Huronian formations, that lie uncon-

formably on the Archean basement complex, are beìieved to have been

deposited between 2,300 and 2,500 Ha (Fairbairn and Hurley, 1969).

Archean granitic and migmatitic rocks of the Superior Provìnce, mainly

on the northern rim of the basin, are at least 2,5OO Ha old (Van

Schmus, 196Ð .

Another source of valuable information regarding the age relation-

ship of the lrruptive rocks is paleomagnetism. A series of paleomag-

netic studies on the I rruptive (Hood, ì961; Sopher, ì963; Larochel le,

1969) characterizes the norite as having an unusual magnetic stabiìity

with negligible isothermal contribution. The micropegmatite on the

other hand has a substantiaìly ìower magnetic homogeneity, suggesting

that an appreciable fraction of its remanent magnetization may be due
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to minerals formed ìong after the originaì cooling phase of the

lrruptive. The analysis also shows that the mean directions of magne-

tization of the norite and of the micropegmatite are not significantìy

different in the undisturbed sectors of the lrruptive (Larocheì le,

.¡969). This led to the conclusion that the two rock units are probably

contemporaneous. Also, the observed significant divergence in the. di-

rection of magnetization in the North and South Ranges has been attrib-

uted to post-irruptive folding towards the interior of the basin (So-

pher, 1963).

Z.!. 0n the oriqin of the Sudburv Basin

There are two main hypotheses on the origin of the Sudbury Struc-

ture. The oìder one has undergone various changes in detail but it

rests upon broad conventional consideration of regional structure (lo-

cation at the intersection of several major I ineament(s), petrology

(association of Ie-Ni-Cu sulphides with ìayered basic intrusions; prox-

imity to other ring complexes) end geochronology ( Dence, 1978).

Accord¡ng to this theory, the Sudbury Structure represents volcanic-

tectonic explosion processes. A broad dome, involving Huronian and

older rocks, bras upl ifted by the presence of igneous magma. Successive

periods of uplift followed by tensional release gave rise to the Sud-

bury breccia dikes and finally led to caldera collapse at the apex of

the dome. l'lagma escap i ng around the r im of the ca I dera and f I ow i ng

into the col lapsed center produced the Qnaping formation. The Nickeì

lrruptive was emplaced between the caldera walls and the downsagged

Onaping volcanics (Speers, 1957). The Qnwatin and Chelmsford forma-
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tions may have been formed in a lake within the caldera.

l,lore recentìy, Dietz (1961+t 1972) suggested that the circularity and

brecciation character istics of the Sudbury Structure could best be ex-

plained by an explosive meteorite impact. Thís is based on the inter-

pretation of shatter cones discovered in the area. lnspired by this

theory, French (1967) found microscopic features characteristic of

shock metamorphism in inclusions in the 0naping formation. Since then,

il^^^^ L^^ L^^^ 'l-+^,.¡.-,ki^1. çi^-ll.¡ ¡¡¡¡¡ì+azl in +ha ^ìãê-ltut g EvtuEttuE ltoÞ 9EEtt qvLq[tqtqLgu wrtr9tr I rrrqr r/ lsÞsr Lss rrr Lrrs urq-

sification of the Basin as one of the confirmed impact structures in

Canada (Robertson and Grieve, 197Ð. ln the more accepted version of

the impact theory, the explosion acts as a trigger for endogenic magma-

tism with associated sulphide mineraìization ( Dence, .|978). 
Shock

waves radiating from the point of impact produced brecciation, melting,

microscopic shock features and shatter cones, and excavated a circuìar

crater. Part of the material blasted from the crater fell back as a

poorly sorted breccia - the Onaping formation. Because of its great

magn i tude, the Sudbury event tr i ggered magmat i sm by off I oad i ng the I ow-

er crust and mantle and by adding shock heat (Oietz, 1964), which ini-

tiated the evolution of the Nickel lrruptive. A saucer-shaped pool of

magma, including the ores, was emplaced between the brecciated crater

wall and overlying crater-filling breccias in the central zone of the

structure. A body of water subsquently occupied the basin' in which

the Wh i tewater sed i ments were depos i ted. Subsequent rebound, i sostasy,

tectonism and erosion pìayed a great role in giving the present shape

of the structure.
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z 5 The ore-bod i es

The ores in Sudbury are part of a sulphide and inclusion-bearing

facies of the lrruptive that occurs as a discontinuous sub-layer around

its outer margin and in pìaces as dikes that invade the surrounding

country rock (Souch et al., 1969). The ore-bodies fall into three log-

ical groups; those associated with offset dykes, those on the South

Range and those on the North Range.

The offset environment, as in Frood-Stobie, consists of a sulphide-

spotted, wedge-shaped body of inclusion-bearing suìphide. Three prin-

cipaì ore types are recognized: disseminated sulphide' inclusion mas-

sive sulphide, and contorted schist incìusion sulphide. The offset

ore-bodies at Copper Cl¡ff project outward from the norite contact and

range in shape from thin sheets to steeply-plunging or vertical pipes.

0n the South Range, the ore-bodies are typified by sulphide and in-

clusion-bearing mafic sub-layer rock that occupy a depression in foot-

walì rocks at the base of the lrruptive. At Creighton and l'lurray' the

quartz-rich norite is in abrupt but irreguìar contact with the underly-

ing ore zone or sub-layer (Figure 2,\a). The proportions of both in-

clusions and suìphides in the sub-layer usual ly increase towards the

footwall, aìthough, the inclusions are commonly absent and a zone of

massive sulphide is present immediately adjacent to the footwall con-

tact.

0n the North Range, the ore-bodies are also typical ly associated

with mafic sub-layer rocks occupying depressions at the base of the

lrruptive. However, along the contact between Levack and Langvack
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mines, the embayments project into zones of granite breccia, (Figure

2,5b), \^rhere the bulk of the sulphides occur in blebs that locaìly

coalesce into pods or stringers and the buìk of the sulphides occur in

the breccia. At Strathcona' a ìarge nickel-copper-iron sulphide depos-

it on the northwest rim of the Basin, both field evidence and suìphide-

silicate relationships indicate that the ore-body was emplaced by a

combination of both gravitational differentiation of sulphides con-

tained in the dark norite and injection of a sulphide magma into fav-

ourable structural sites (Cowan' 1968).

Laboratory sei smic veloci ty measurements of dri I I core samples, that

are representative of the major rock units in the North Range environ-

ment of the Sudbury Basin, were used to cietermine the seismic velocity

distribution of the area(chapter 3). Based on the most accepted geo-

logical models, the velocity data will be utilized to construct a se-

ismic model of the Basin in the subsequent chapters'
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chepler å

LABORATORY SE ISI"lIC WAVE VELOCITY I4E AS URE14E NT

The behavior of seismic waves traveì ing in rocks has been the sub-

ject of extensive theoreticaì and experimental investigations since the

beginning of the present century. Heasuring the velocity of seismic

waves in samples subjected to simulated overburden and pore pressures

as weìl as temperature, has been aimed at understanding the major fac-

tors regarding the seismic veloci ty of rocks. Such studies have re-

vealed that the seismic velocities in rocks are functions of porosity,

chemical and mineral composition, overburden and fluid pore pressures,

temperature, nature and amount of pore fluids, and pressure and thermal

history. 0f these, porosity, chemical and mineral composition, and

pressures are generally considered to be the primary variables ín af-

fecting velocities.

Due to the intimate relationship between sedimentary rocks and hy-

drocarbon deposits, much attention has been given to the measurement of

seismic velocities in sedimentary rocks (Hughes and Cross ' l95li Hughes

and Kelly, 1952:' Wyll ie et al., 1958; King, 1966i l'lorgan, '|969) . Re-

cently, however, special emphasis has been given to the velocity of

seismic waves in crystal I ine rocks. The most outstanding contribution

made was Birch's compressionaì wave velocity measurements made up to

tOOO tlPa of pressure (Birch, ì960; 196ì). This, combined with more

recent work by Nur and S imons (lg6g) , Spencer et al . , (1976), l'leissner

and Fakhimi (1976) , Christensen (197Ð, and l'latsushima, (198.l) provides

some basic data for seismic modelling and quantitative interpretation

of field seismic data.
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The velocity measurement presented in this thesis differs from the

measurements reported so far in three ways : l) The rock samples used

are all crystalline rocks, 2) The samples were all derived from rock

units that are intimateìy associated with welì known sulphide ore-bod-

ies of the Canadian Shield, and 3) Unì ike previous crystalline rock

velocity measurements, aimed at investigating the crust and upper man-

tle, this study is primariìy designed to examine the possibilities of

observing reflections from discontinuities at depths of interest for

dr i ì I i ng and product i on stages of a mi ne.

Laboratory study of elastic wave propagation for determining the

elastic modul i of materials fal I into two categories, depending upon

whether wave pulses or continuous sinusoidal uraves are used to obtain

the necessary information (Kaarsberg, 191Ð. ln the continuous method,

one measures the velocity of some point on a sinusoidal wave using the

relation V=lf ( where V=velocity, l=wavelength, f=frequency ). ln the'

pulse method, on the other hand, one measures the travel time of a-'

puìse as it passes through a known distance of the medium, from which

the veloeity can be determined. This is the most popular and reliable

laboratory method (Birch, 1960), and this is the method employed in the

present study.

å.1_ Apparatus and procedu r e

The essential elements of the apparatus used to measure P-wave (com-

pressional wave) and S-wave (shear wave) velocities are depicted in

Figure l.l. ln the center of the diagram, there is a laboratory press

device (Carver Press) with a sample assembled in it. This particular
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Assembly of the apparatus during experiment'

A = Oscilloscope with a P-wave signal displayed onr its screen'

B = Laboratory press devjce with a sample assembìeld jn it.

C = Transmitting transducer-

D = Receiving transducer.

E = Spherical seat.

[ = The sampìe.

G = Strain indicator.

H = Switch and balance unit.

!Þ
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m
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press device is mainly utilized when the velocity measurements are to

be made as a function of axial stress. Located to the right of the

press device are the strain indicator unit(G) and the switch and bal-

ance unit(H). Located to the left of the press device is an osciìlo-

scope, on which the received signal (P-wave or S-wave) will be dis-

played. Both the transmi tti ng and the receivi ng transducers are

mounted in aluminum holders. To measure the seismic velocities as a

function of axial stress, the holder-specimen assembly is pìaced be-

tween the platens of a carver press. Then, P-wave and s-wave veloci-

ties are determined from measurements of time taken by an eìastic puìse

of either type to traverse the rock specimen. A pulsed oscillator with

a frequency of 8ZO tHz is used to apply a repetitive (decaying sinusoi-

daì) voltage pulse to the transmitter. The transmìtter produces a

pulse of mechanical energy that traveìs through the specimen' The re-

ceiving transducer detects the mechanical energy and converts it to an

eìectricaì signal which is displayed on the osci I ìoscope screen after

sui table ampl i f i cation.

The time taken by an elastic pulse to traverse the rock specimen and

the transducer hoìders is read off the oscilloscope' The time taken by

the pulse to traverse the rock specimen itseìf is c.alculated by sub-

tracting the time taken by the pulse to travel the transducer hoìders

in face-to-face contact.

It is important to note that an appropriate switch¡ng arrangement

ensures that the two wave (P-wave and S-wave) velocity measurement can

be carried out sequentially without any other change in the experimen-

tal set-up. Also, to provide a better contact and coupling at each end



of the transducer holders, a lead foil disc 0.04 mm thick is

between the ends of the specimen and the transducer hoìders.

the upper transducer holder, a spherical seat was placed to

sl ight deviation from the paral lel ism at the top and bottom

hoìder (s) -specimen assembly.
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p I aced

0n top of

correct any

of the

l.! Sample description and preparat i on :

The rock sampìes for this thesis were obtained from the North Range

environment of the Sudbury mining district of Ontario. A total of

thirty one samples, representing eleven rock units of the Sudbury Ba-

sin, were selected from drill cores ranging in footage from i5 m to

2,.l00 m. Eight of these samples correspond to the major concordant

rock units, namely, 0napiñg, nìicropegmatite, oxide-rich quartz gabbro'

felsic norite, mafic norite sub-layer norite, granite breccia, and maf-

ic and granite gneisses. The remaining three sampìes are for olivine

diabase, steeply dipping dykes that often cut all the above units, with

thickness varying from a few centimeters to 90 m, Sudbury breccia (a

member of the footwal I rocks), and massive sulphídes.

The rock specimens were prepared in thg form of cylinders of length

3.5 cm to 6.2 cm and diameter 2.5 cn to 5.4 cm. The f lat faces are

ground parallel such that the maximum difference in length across any

diameter is less than 0.0.l mm.

ln order to take measurements on a dry specimen after the above

preparation, the specimen is heated to about 1050 C under vacuum (ap-

proximatel y 270 Pa) for approximately 2\ hours (8. I .Pandi t, personnal



communication) . Al I the velocity measurements

done on dry specimens. lf the measurements are

water-saturated specimens' however, then after

specimen is immersed in water and subjected to

the specimen is covered with a rubber sleeve to

ture whi le the measurements are being made.
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used in this thesis were

to be carried out on

drying as above, the

a vacuum. ln this case'

prevent loss of mois-

3"3 Resuits anci discussion

The dry P-wave and S-wave wave velocities shown in Table I were

measured fol lowing the procedure described above. An average of three

to four measurements were made for each of the major rock units and one

measurement for each of massive suìphide, Sudbury breccia, and olivine

diabase. Both dry and wet densities, porosity, and the length and di-

ameter of each specimen were determined.

The measurements were taken by varying the axiaì stress from about 2

HPa to nearìy !O f'lPa, which corresponds to about 2 km of depth' Due to

the inherent low porosity associated with alì the rock units, no addi-

tional effort was made to investigate the seismic velocities under sat-

urated conditions. lt is also assumed that the change in density which

results from the applied pressure is relatively small' hence only one

density measurement was made.

Figures 3.2 through 3.4 show the dry P-wave veìocities as a function

of axial stress for the major rock units of the Sudbury Basin. The

rocks in Figure 3.2 are the top three rock units below the Qnwatin

slate, followed by the middle three (Figure 3.3) and the lower most



BORE HOLE FOOÎAGE
No (n)

Table I

ROCK ÎYPE

Laboratory measured physical properties of Sudbury rocks
(p-wavä velocity,'S:wave velocity, density, and porosity )

MODE slR
3.5 5.0

6.r33

3.669

ó. l8l

3.620

6.041

3.444

5.870

3.384

5.837

3.440

5.821

3.4L4

5.97r

3.390

5.892

3.498

(
0

uP
l8

ES
9.3

LENGTH
30 44.2 (rnn)

DIAMETER DENSIÎY D
(no) (te/ur ) (

(DRY)

ENSIlY
kg/nj

a)
.7

POROSITY
(PERCETN))

t{Er)

52847 16 ONAPING

52847 277

52848 168 HICROPEGI,IATIIE

52848 261 tt

52E48

52848

52848

58649 tt

6.268

3.669

6.219

3.633

6.083

3.513

5.944

3.420

5.992

3.453

5.995

3.4L4

5.97r

3.463

5.971

3.498

6 .3r4

3.638

6.219

3.633

6.2L2

3.513

5.870

3.420

6.073

3.466

6.040

3.428

6. t56

3.509

6.052

3.485

6 .361

3.638

6.257

3.646

6.168

3.542

6.058

3.433

6.073

3.507

6.t32

3.458

6.252

3.556

6. r78

3.5t2

6 .361

3.654

6.257

3.659

6.301

3.570

6.058

3.445

6.156

3.548

6.179

3.488

6.252

3.588

6.22r

3.540

6.361

3.669

6.296

3.686

6.346

3.600

6. r36

3.458

6.24t

3.57 6

6.226

3.503

6.302

3.588

6.264

3 .568

42.75 36.17 2745.9 2747.L 0.08

50.50 36.20 2723.4 2724.0 0.06

43.92 36.20 2704.1 2707.4 0.33

47.37 36.17 2ó81.4 2684.1 0.31

45.06 36.07 2664.9 2670.4 0.54

40.28 36.17 269s.7 2700.3 0.46

39.83 36.17 27tO.3 2tr3.O 0

44.60 36.32 2709.0 27tr.6 0.26

27

tl

Í

li

506

640

775

145

vp

Vg

Vp

Ve

Vp

Va

Vp

VB

Vp

Vs

Vp

Vg

Vp

Ve

Vp

Vg

'o
Þ
6)r
N'
\o



Tablel (Continued)

60018 oXIDE-RICR QI'ARTZ
GABBRO

60018 tl

60072

60048 975

60072 1170 n

60005 1588 HAFIC ÍORITE_SI'B-
LAYER NORITE

40048 t576 lt

60072 1383 I

60048 2097 GRÂNITE BRECCIA

s2847 1520

ll

85

371

679

It
G)

o

Vp

VB

Vp

VB

Vp

Vg

Vp

Vg

Vp

Vg

Vp

VB

Vp

ùa

Vp

Vs

Vp

VB

Vp

Ve

Vp

Vg

6.340

3.8r6

6.355

3.638

6.310

3.646

5.555

3.333

5.954

3.397

6.075

3.313

6.070

3.428

5.9r2

3.305

6.250

3.330

5.647

3. r87

5.879

3 .330

6.444

3.816

6.485

3.638

6.325

3.666

5.626

3.345

6.O7 4

3.407

6 .150

3 .349

6.080

3.444

5.898

3.315

6.27 5

3.375

3.684

3.199

5.951

3.341

6.552

3.835

6 .530

3.652

6 .350

3.685

5.662

3 .3s8

6.07 4

3.423

6.275

3.37 4

6.t52

3.439

5.988

3.337

6.277

3.409

5.722

3.235

6.062

3.376

6.664

3.854

6.485

3.753

6.410

3.724

5.699

3.384

6.1l5

3.464

6.310

3.399

6.300

3.49r

6.tL7

3.350

6 .350

3.432

5.960

3.285

6.100

3.412

6.721

3.892

6.621

3.798

6.525

3.765

5.81I

3.519

6.207

3.491

6.352

3.425

6 .350

3.523

6.1o2

3 .383

6.401

3.444

6.001

3.310

6.100

3.tt48

6.72r

3.9t2

6.668

3.813

6.510

3.806

6.010

3.562

6.259

3.499

6.4r2

3.45r

6.480

3.540

6.168

3.404

6.450

3.444

6.043

3 .335

6.133

3.473

39.12 36.17 2914.1 2915.1 0. l0

47.47 36.25 , 2918.3 2920.0 0.16

34.82 46.84 2834.8 2836.7 0.18

43.99 36.017 2752.3 2757 -1 0.51

45.31 36.310 2834.1 2E37.0 0.30

45.72 26.9t2 2789.5 2792.2 0.27

38.23 54.33 2847.7 2832.4 o.17

5t.26 36.1a5 2938.8 29û0.3 0. 15

50.11 47.112 2941.3 2943.2 0.18

43.03 36.37 2180.9 2785.2 o.42

48.62 36.:¿0 2708.0 2112.8 0.48

52E47 1164 FELSIC FORTÎE

tt



Tablel (Continued).

52847 1620

60019 1537

óOOOI.L 1206 HASSIVE SUIJRIDE

52835 L362 l{AFrC GNETSS

52847 168l

60048 2216

60072 1658

60005 2O5O GRÂNITE GtrEISS

60072 1730 tt

60005 2135 SUDBURY BRECCIA

60072 r35l OLrVrl{E DIABASE

tt

n

lt

n

Vp

Vg

Vp

Va

Vp

Vg

Vp

Vs

Vp

Ve

Vp

VB

Vp

Ve

Vp

Ve

Vp

Vs

Vp

Ve

Vp

Vg

6.031

3.514

5.760

3.253

4.9t4

2.763

6.064

3.412

5.950

3.342

5.712

3.445

6.690

3.678

5.568

2.946

5.835

3.400

5.845

3.479

6.335

3.466

6.070

3.5 14

5.850

3.289

4.979

2.77 6

6.103

3.412

6.031

3.367

5.742

3.460

6.725

3.691

5.568

2.976

5.875

3.428

5.924

3.493

6.375

3.466

6.191

3.527

5.925

3.305

5.046

2.790

6.183

3 .399

6.157

3.380

5.865

3.489

6.740

3.7 t5

5.67 3

3.026

5.981

3.447

5.965

3.521

6.463

3 .490

6.233

3.554

6.020

3.352

5.069

2.818

6.223

3.424

6.287

3 .393

6.O37

3.5 19

6.780

3.728

5.783

3.078

6.066

3.475

6.O47

3.52r

6.610

3 .502

6.27 5

3.568

6.0ó5

3.368

5.185

2.825

6.264

3.46r

6.t+23

3.432

6.t27

3.549

6.820

3.740

5.858

3.131

6.L25

3.49 5

ó.090

3.5s0

6.675

3.526

6 .3r7

3.581

6.140

3.384

5.209

2.854

6.348

3.47 4

6.423

3.459

6.L27

3.565

6.850

3.753

5.936

3.t75

6. 14l

3.524

6.t76

3.564

6.700

3 .551

46.56 36.12 274L.7 2744.2 o.25

35.36 24.97 29L9.9 2923.4 0.35

56.36 36.20 4153.4 4160.8 0.74

47.42 35.84 2869.6 2870.4 0.08

44.45 36.17 2774.6 2778.3 0.37

41.17 36.t7 2749.3 2750.7 0. 14

5s.73 â.6.96 28E8.0 2889.5 o.16

44.93 316.14 2692.0 2ó98.1 0.61

ó2.38 t+7.42 2676.3 2678.3 0.20

43.66 36.07 2831.8 2832.9 0.1I

50.77 47.19 2989.2 2992.0 0.28

TÞ
6)
rñ
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three uni ts (r igure 3.4) . The oxide-r ich quartz gabbro has been repeat-

ed for i I ìustration PurPoses.

The observed average porosity varies from 0.07"¿ for the gnaping for-

mation to 0.402 for granite gneiss. These values are all within the

range of porosi ties expected from typical holocrystal I i ne rocks (Bi rch'

ì96ì). The mafic norite sub-layer has the highest average density of

2gog.3 kg/n" and the rock with the highest porosity, granite gneiss'

has the Iowest dens i ty of 268\..l kg/'m3

It can be seen that the observed P-wave velocities for the different

rock types generaìly show a similar response to the applied pressure'

There is a rapid increase in veìocity up to about l0 HPa of pressure

and then it levels off to an asymptotic behavior as the pressure is

gradual ly raised to 44.2 ltpa. ln granites as welì as in all crystal-

line rocks, the shape of pores plays a very important role. For a giv-

en concentration of pores, it appears that flatter (tninner) pores have

a reìatively greater effect on veìocities than spherical pores (Toksoz

et al., 1976). lt is also well understood (Nur and simons, 1969; Tok-

soz et al., 1976), that most low aspect ratio pores in granites close

at about 50 l4Pa of applied pressure. Thus the rapid increase În veloc-

ity in the low pressure region is the result of the closing of very

f i ne cracks i n the rock sampl es . Beyond 20 t'lPa, the ef f ect of pressure

on velocity becomes ìess pronounced'

For the pressure vaìues considered in this experiment, the effect of

crack porosi ty cannot be completely el iminated. I t appears to exist'

even though it becomes very insignif icant' up to about 200 l'lPa of pres-

sure. Beyond this point, all cracks are closed and the observed veloc-
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F i gure 3.2 . Dry P-wave veloc¡ty measurements as a function of un¡axial

"tr"", 
(for a given stress value, the max¡mum and min¡mum

measured velocity are plotted. Hence al I other measure-
ments will lie between these two points, and the whole

measurement for a particuìar rock unit wilì form an enve-
lope outl ined by tire maximum and minimum values) '
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3.Ð .
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be the intrinsic velocity of the rock, which is a function of

composition and density (Simons, 1964; Young, 197Ð.

To estabìish whether there is any form of dependence between P-wave

velocîties and chemical composition, the measured velocities of the

major rock units were broadly divided into two groups. The first

group, composed of ox i de-r i ch quartz gabbro, maf i c nor i te, and maf i c

gneiss, contains the welì defined mafic rocks in the Basin (Figure

. F\ TL^ --^^-l -- +L^ ^+h^F k¡n¡l ¡¡n+a i n¡ +ha f al c i ¡ rnalzc
).>) . lllg ÞcLtJllu 9¡ uL¡P v¡l Lllç vLrrçl rlqrru çvrrusrrrJ v I vvrrst

i.e., micropegmatite, granite breccia, granite gneiss and felsic nor-

ite, (Figure 3.6). ln the first group, the oxide rich quartz gabbro

has a distinctly high velocity signature. The lowest value in this

rock is higher than the highest value in the remaining two mafic rocks.

There is a high degree of overlap in the velocities of the mafic norite

and mafic gneiss. There is aìso a considerable degree of overlap in

the measured veìocities of the second group of rocks. lt is signifi-

cant to note that, the veìocities associated with the felsic norite are

cìoser to the velocities of the felsic rocks than to the mafic rocks.

Hence, it is categorized in the felsic group of rocks. lt is evident

that the first (mafic) group as a whole has a significantìy higher ve-

I oc i ty than the second (fe I s i c) group.

Despite the fact that the samples for each rock type were obtained

from different bore holes and at different depths, measured velocities

for each rock type are quite consistent. The standard deviation in the

velocities measured at 44.2 HPa ranges from 0.0À6 km/s (0.70? of the

mean) for gnaping to 0.20J km/s (3.32 of the mean) for felsic norite.

0n an average, there will be a 2.0% deviation from the mean value of
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the particular rock; which is reasonably ac-

l.O? error introduced by the measuring equip-

It is a common practice in laboratory measurements of seismic veloc-

ity to estimate how much one can predict P-wave velocity from the den-

sity of the material. Accordingly, â straight line of the form V=a+bl

(where V=velocity, f=density, and a and b are constants) has been fit-

ò-r L., +L^ -^+La¡ ¡f rar¡r cñ,rãrêq tn -al I nhserr-ratiOnS at 44.2 ltiPaLEq ¡J/ Lllg lllg Llluu vl l9qr L -Yuer ÉJ

(except the data point for massive suìphides). The equation of the

best fit line was determined to be V = 2.5666 + O.OO13\21? , as shown

in Figure 3.7. For the 2! data points, a standard deviation of 0.220

km/s with a correlation coefficient(r) of 0.18 was obtained. This

gives rz (coefficient of determination) = O,3377, indicating that 33,71

percent of the variation of velocity may be accounted for by correla-

tion with density. This, obviously, is not a good correlation and

shows that density alone has a minor role in determining P-wave veìoci-

ty at a pressure of 44.2 l,lPa. The situation is quite dif f erent at high

pressures (greater depths, ê9. 1000 l'lPa) , where a correl at ion of up to

0.94 can be obtained (Birch, l96l). The best correlation at high pres-

sures is due to the absence of the effect of porosity (sPecially for

crystalline rocks). 0n the other hand the poor correlation in the

present experiment shows the importance of the effect of porosity at

pressures of the order of 4[ ¡tPa.

Another contributing factor for the poor correìation could be the

change of dimensions under pressure. Velocity will be affected by a

change in the length of the sample, and density by a change in the
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voìume of the sample. These changes are general ly smal ì, however' less

than ì? for velocity and 3Z for density at IOOO llPa (girctr' .|96ì)'

Hence the effect at 44.2 llPa was considered relativeìy negligible and

no correction hras appl ied for the measured data'

The above resuìt demonstrates that the linear law is not appropriate

for predicting velocity from density (or vice versa) for the pressure

range considered in the present experiment. consequently, another em-

pirical law of the form 9=O,3lVo'25 (Anstey ' 1977) was tested for the

observed data. The error in estimating the density from the velocity

using this expression is about 2'5?4' weì I within experimental error'

Hence, this empirical law was taken as the aPpropriate expression for

the velocity-density relationship in th¡s study'

ln the S-wave measurements (Figure 3'8 - 3'.l0), the observed values

reflect more or less the same relative importance of porosity, density'

and chemical composition as the P-wave velocities. lt is to be noted'

however, that the S-wave velocities are less sensitive to applied pres-

sure, especiaì ly in the low pressure regions. Almost al I rock uni ts

appear to have an s-wave veloc¡ty that is linearìy correlated with ap-

pl i ed pressure.

ln summary, it appears that at depths of less than 2 km ( 50 I'lPa of

pressure) the most important factors in determining the dry P-wave ve-

locity are likely to be low crack asPect rat¡o pores and chemical com-

position. Beyond 10 HPa of pressure, however, the measured velocity is

less sensitive to the appl ied pressure, which impl ies a significant

decline in the effect of porosity and a correspondingly high effect of

tv

+:*'ÞRÞa{.rwtÊ$Þg:F

(,r'ir /ii.i. j i:,i.rjîr,{

I
¡

chemical composition in this region'

ttfliil;., ii\i.-i'
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The velocity measurement was not initially designed to provide an

adequate explanation of some of the most important geophysical ques-

tions, such as the effect of anisotropy on seismic velocity' A veìoci-

ty ciif f erence of up to 44 z at 0..| I'lPa and 7.6 ?ó at 1000 flPa has been

observed for chìorite schist (Birc¡r, l96l) when the measurement was

made in two mutually perpendicular directions, one in the direction of

the sch i stoc i ty and another one norma I to the sch i stoc i ty. Thus, i n

view of the wide occurrence of metamorphic rocks in the Sudbury Basin'

it would have been more useful if the measurements were made in such a

\^/ay that they wi I I al so indicate the ef f ect of anisotropy in the seism-

íc velocity of Precambrian rocks. This could be done by noting the

direction of foliation in the sample preparation of the metamorphic

rock Ëamples, and taking measurements both normal and parallel to the

fol iation.

The compressional wave veìocities determined in this experiment wi ì1

be used to construct the seismic models of different geological sec-

tions typicaì ly found in Sudbury. The underlying principles for the

construction of such theoretical seismic modeìs wi I I be thoroughly

dealt with in the foìlowing chapter.
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THEORET I CAL BASIS OF THE SEIST4IC I4ODELL ING

Since the main objective of this thesis is seismic modelling of geo-

logical structures of expìoration interest, it wi ì I be appropriate to

deal with the underìying principles of the seismic method to be em-

ployed. Accordingìy, the present chapter wi I I be concerned with the

theoretical and computational aspects of the seismic modell ing to be

accompì ished in the next chaPter.

The ultimate objective of any seismic survey is to provide a geolog-

ical modeì of the subsurface structure. To do so, most of the seismic

interpretation in the past mereìy used the travel time data to deter-

mine the velocity versus depth of the area, i.e., only the kinematic

aspect of the seismic data was utilized. Since the early seventies'

however, the introduction of synthetic seismograms as an interpretation

tool has enabled us to make full use of a seismic signal. This opened

a new dimension to seismic data interpretation whereby the dynamic

characteristics, âilPlitude and phase, of a seismic record can be fulìy

i nvest i gated.

At påsent, t,here are a number of theoret îca ì methods of generat ing

synthetic seismograms. The most popular ones are the reflectivity

method (Fuchs and l,luller, 197ì), the general ized ray method (Heìmber-

9êf, 1968; Gilbert and Helmberger, 1972 Wiggins and Helmberger, 197q,

asymptotic ray theory (Cerveny and Ravindra, 1971i Cerveny et al.'

1977; Cerveny, 1979; Hron and Kanassewich, 1971), and the VJKBJ method

(Chapman, 1978). All of the above mentioned methods were developed for

!Chapter
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whole earth or crustaì seismologicaì applications and some of them have

been adapted to exploration seismology in recent years. Although the

methods of calculation are substanti al ìy di fferent, the theory i s the

same for any given earth model with a given source. After a set of

synthetic seismograms are obtained using any of the above methods' a

comparison is made between theory and observation' Since we are making

use of the whole waveforms present in the data to judge whether a par-

ticular geologicaì model and seismic source are acceptable or not' SYD-

thetic seismograms are a major advance over the use mereìy of ray theo-

reticaì travel time curves.

Host of the algorithms currentìy used for computing synthetic seis-

mograms are vaì id only for lateral ly homogeneous media' Hore recentìy'

methods appl icable to lateral ly inhomogeneous media have been reported

(Hong and Heìmberger, lgJSi Frazer and Phinney, 1980). Though an ap-

proximate method wi th a number of restr ictions, asymptotic ray theory

is the only other method presentìy available that can compete in the

study of body wave propagation in laterally inhomogeneous media' An-

other advantage of asymptotic ray theory method over other methods is

that it is fast and flexible. This makes the method more versatile to

/ use not only for research purposes but also for routine interpreta-

tions. Aìl these features make the asymptotic ray method more suitable

to use under the geological conditions of the sudbury Basin.
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!..l Asvmptotic ray theorY

The I inearized eìastodynamic equation of motion in an inhomogeneous

perfectly elastic and isotropic medium is given by

?à9*, = (à +þ¿)v (V' ü) + ft (v'tt + t À (î ü)
dL +vÅx(.ç x ù +2(vy'('v)u (4.r)

wnere ú is particìe displacement vector' t is time, f is density, and

) and l'Lare Lamers constants(symboìs with horizontal bar on top repre-

sent vect,or quant¡ties). For a homogeneous' elastic and isotropic me-

d i um, equat i on (4 . ì ) reduces to

( ¡ * z/)V(v 'ü)- /u v x(v' û¡ (4.2)

ray theoryr I,úê assume a time harmonic solution for the

elastodynamic equation in inverse powers of the frequency, {r) i

Ëc,;t : êxnfiat(o-Ðl ú)

oà2ü
'&;2-

I n asymptoti c

-r< .-
un (¿'.¡)

Kro

This is the ray series expansion, with phase function Ç and ampìi-

tude coeff icients ilr, which are independent of (Ð and I ' Both T and ûx

are unknown functions of X,Y,2 which can be determined by inserting

equarion (4.3) inro equation (4..l). Equation(4.3) yields the kinemat-

ic and dynamic characteristics which are asymptot¡c to the wave solu-

tion. The moving surf aces of constant phase, t = T(x,y,z), are calìed

wave fronts and the orthogonal trajectories of these surfaces are known

as rays.

The ray series solution requires that the phase function be analyt-

ic. ln the neighbourhood of Po¡nts where the phase function ã is not
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anaìyt¡c, solution(l+.3) is not valid. Thus in the vicinity of points

where the time-distance curve of the wave has end points' cusps' tan-

gent points with the travel time curve of another vJave, asymptotic ray

theory ìoses its appl icabi ì ity. This happens for exampìe in the vicin-

ity of caustics and critical regions(where the time-distance curves of

reflected and head waves are tangent to one another). A recent modifi-

cation of the method by Cerveny et al.,(1977) improves the accuracy in

these regions. ln general, the asymptot¡c expansion yields best re-

sults if :

a) The frequency content of the wavefield is very high

b) Velocity gradients are always smalìer with respect to the pre-

domi nant frequencY

c) The radii of curvature of the interfaces are substantially larg-

er than the wavelength

It is to be noted that the error which arises in keeping only the

first few terms in the ray series tends to diminish as the frequency

becomes higher, except in the close neighbourhood of singular points'

ln many cases ¡t is sufficient to work with the leading term of equa-

tion(4.3)' i.e.,

(4 .4)

This solution is known as the zero-order solution or zeroth approxi-

mation. This is the solution which can be obtained according to the

principles of geometrical optics. The remaining terms correspond to

the corrections of the geometr¡cal solution. To determine the behavior

of head waves, however, we need to consider the first two terms of the

ser ies (tfre f irst order sol ut ion) ,

fr = eïeftu?-rnü,



(4 .5)

4.2 Fundamentaì equations of rav theorv.

The first step in appìying asymptotic ray theory to investigate sub-

surface geoìogy is to find an appropriate formuìa for the phase func-

t¡on and the amplitude coefficients of the ray series. This is done by

inserting the ray series solution, equat¡on(4.3) into the elastodynamic

equation (4. l), which gives

î.:¿*)-^ [t, 
rf n( ü.) - i¿¿ ñ t a.'1 +L[u-) = o (q.6)

where

EFPQ: [iaß .Ð [F" +( ia')-'nJ

n(n-) = f ù, r(¡+/()(û*'tr) VT+/u(VÐ"û,

ñ Cüò : (r +,u)I V ( ù*. I r) + le(V' nòJ

+ /Å lz t lr. î) û* t (V"T) ü* + V À ( lt.'V r)
r- V // x(îrxt*) +z(vil ' îc) ür

I f U-) - (¡ *,tt) V( V' ùr) + ruVzùn )-ç ¡(Ç' ûr)

+v,u x (V x ür) + 2 6/'t'î) ü*
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For equation(4.6) to be true for any value of the frequency 4), the

coefficient of each poþrer of û, must vanish. Thus we have

(4.7b)

ñ(t) = o

Al (ü,\-ñ(ü,\=o
ÑG.l - ñ(û*-,) +[ (ü*'z\ = o (l+.7c)
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This system of partial differential equations are very important in

asymptotic ray theory and enable us to determine ã and successively

!.f The phase function and rav tracing svstems

Uxal I

The phase function ã can be determined by taking

a) the scalar product of equat¡on(lr.7a) with üã,

[-r + r,ì + zþ1) ( V r)' ]( ù,' î e) =o

b) the cross product of equation (4.7a) with f ã ,

Eç * //(v ÐI(û,xlr): o

then, Ur.YT +0 .)

-?+/t(lc)z*o
rhen ùo xît +O

tJhen we require that Qo/2analt*O, we arrive at the fol lowing system

of solution:

-?+(z+z¡t)(1c)=o ) ûoxVt = O (4. ì0)

(l+ .8)

(4.e)

(À. ì t)

(!. I 2)

(¡+. t 3)

) U"'Y( = o

From these solutions' þre can derive the well known Eikonal Equation as

for P-wave (compressional wave) motion

(î r)2 = y'ot'

(V r)' = y'e"

¿( = l¡ +z tt)lz\ c/, where

, where
çF=(
,L(

)0"
for S-wave (shear wave) mot i on .
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Equation (4. ì2) and (tr. t3¡ determine the phase f unction ã in terms

of its value at some initial surface. The right-hand side of the Ei-

konal Equation is the inverse of the square of the velocity of propaga-

tion of the wave front along a ray. lt is the Eikonal equation that

determines the kinematic properties of braves such as wave fronts' rays'

and times of arrival.

gne of the most frequently used techniques for solving the Eikonal

Equation is the method of characterstic curves (Cerveny and Hron, ì980),

a method that enables us to solve partial differential equations by

means of a system of ordinary differentiaì equations. The characteris-

tic curves of the Eikonal Equation represent rays.and are determined by

the system of six ordinary differential equations of the first order.

Using Q,Pr, Ps instead ot 7z. (i.e.,e=H), we can write the character-

istics of the Eikonal Equation as:
(4. t4)

Thus, if we specify a given ray by its initiaì values at

T=To as T.'(x¡lo, F;=(ft)o,f =1,2,3 (4'll)

where (p¡)¿ satisf y the relat¡on (P¿), (P,)o=rz(f*)"), we can compute the

coordinares of points along the ray (I=Xtft)) and the components of the

slowness vector along the ray (P¿= fu(ð),

A more useful way of writing the above system of differential equa-

tions is to express them in terms of polar angles. The direction of

à4!--=lJan , èl;=-àH , L'=,"z't
àc àc òr¿

where p¡=components of the wave slowness vector' with

P,o + P| + Pl ='tf-" '

and'Úz P-wave or S-wave vel oc i tY .
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the ray can be characterized by polar angles I an¿ 6 (O¿-qt2î, oêó-i¡)

such that :

P, = ü-'c¿¡ f ,ü*á , Pz -- a''r!rz 9/t"h 6 , Pu = l¡-'c"s['
...(4.16)

consequently, the ray tracing system can be expressed as

& = 4/,.rLog/k-[
olr
drs (4 . l7)

dc

4_t,- = el c,t Ç J;* I
dT

= rúCd6á

4 - - ('t/, L6s q * aJzlh 9)¿"sl + aolít 6

dlc

d-L - - ( ar, ct{ cl +'Úz /h* Ð ct¡ 5 +'t/o'¿t- 6

ilt
where Ut = à!

azì
Thus the ray tracing system (equation(4.17)) is composed of five

equations of the first order. The corresponding initial conditions are

obviously given as :

at T=Co ) rr,=(rt)o,Ç=Qo,á=6, (4'18)

The values of (f¿)øspecify the in¡t¡al point of the ray, çoana Jatne

initial direction of the ray at(1¿)o.

The ray tracing system given above can be used onìy as long as Ú(f¡)

is a smooth function of spatial coord¡nates' up to the point of inter-

section of the ray with an interface of the first order (Cerveny,et

â1., lg7n. When a ray strikes an interface' certain quantities of the

ray tracing system change discontinuously. At such a point, it will be
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transm¡ tted waves.
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cond i t i ons for the rays of ref I ected/

,\ost of the structural problems in exploration seismology can be

successful ly handled by assuming an inhomogeneous earth whose veìocity

depends on two coordinates only, i.e., using an earth modeì with later-

al and vertical inhomogeneity. This reduces the ray tracing system of

equations to three equations. Thus equation(4.17) simplifies to :

qløsá (4. ì 9)

/r 4fJ;- 6
"t,
&
/c
d6 4Jr C¡! I + 'LÍ* /t"'{

,ür'# and-i7¿[a77' The corresponding ini-

can be stated as :

where

t¡aì

alc
u., H

conditions

for -Tr6 , X:To, 2.7?o, ¿f=oÍu

The ray tracing system and the associated initiaì conditions enabìe

us to compute rays, travel times and wave fronts in an inhomogeneous

media with curved interfaces. The system of ordinary differential

equations can be numerically solved using welì known methods such as

the Runge-Kutta method. The computer program, TRACE ( AppenOix A ),

which is extensively used in this thesis, is based on the theoretical

principles described so far. ln the fol ìowing chapter' this computer

program will be used to trace rays in inhomogeneous 2-Dimensional se-

ismic models, which are simple imitations of real geoìogical conditions

in Sudbury.
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!.! Ampl itude coefficients of the ray series.

An expression for the amplitude coefficients of the ray series can

be obtained by solving the transport equations that follow from the

basic system of differential equations in ray theory (Cerveny and Ravin-

dra, l97l). The general solution is quite involved, but we are inter-

ested in the zeroth approximation (leading term) for P-wave motion which

can be expressed as :

u,(r) - uo(e) o((",)ç C" (4.20)
&(rs ç(T) 7(c;

where d( and Ç .ru P-wave velocity and density respectively, ] is a

function that plays a basic roìe in the evaìuation of dynamic proper-

ties of seismic waves due to its cìose relation to the geometrical ex-

pansion of the ray tube. According to equation(4.20), we can compute f{¿

at any point of the ray when we know tl"(ç) at another poinl 7aÇ.

The formuìa for the amplitude of the leading term has a simple phys-

ical interpretation. lt tells us that the ampìitude varies in accor-

dance with the law of the conservation of energy within a narrow ray

tube. This is based on the assumption that the energy of seismic waves

flows only along the rays, and does not penetrate through the walls of

the ray tube. This is not generally true, and the formula can be ap-

pl ied only in the zeroth approximation.

The expression for the amplitude of the leading term can be useful

as long as there is no interface of any kind in the model under consid-

eration. When the earth model contains one or more interfaces, then we

have to determine the ampìitude at a given point using interface condi-

tions and other relevant formula. For this, we need to know the elas-
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thetic and geometric parameters of both media in the neighbourhood of

point of incidence and the proPerties of the incident waves.

Since P-waves are the most important types of waves used in expìora-

tion seismology, we restrict ourselves to the investigation of these

þ,,aves in a stratif ied earth.

þlhen a P-wave impinges on an interface of the first order' only P

and SV refìected and transmitted waves are generated. The reflection/

transmission coefficients generaì ly depend on the angle of incidence

and on the velocities and densities on both sides of the interface at

the point of incidence. Referring to Figure (4.ì), and denoting the

reflection transmission cofficient at the point At byR, we can write:

UR(A') - R lJ'(A,)
where U'te;¡is the incident wave at

9 (s) d. (s) 7( B'

(4.2t)

rhe po int A¡, and (/F(A) is the re-

flected/transmitted wave at the point At

lf we assume that ¿l¡ is known at any point of the incident ray such

u" Bo in Figure (4.t), then we can compuæl)ß at the point B , lying

on the ref I ected,/transmi tted ray. Appì y i ng equat i on (4.20) for both

inc ident and ref lected (transmitted) v,/ave' hre can wr ite :

,/"*R çt(nù d,U,)l'(Aù

?(Ð d(ö 7ftù

âUiuþ.22)
UR(8) 

- ç(ß) d(Ð ]c B)

ln this equat ion, (t(8,\, 
^t 

[â), ana!t[Ar) represent f , d, and ]at the
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Figure 4.1. Reflected and transmitted uraves in a multilayered medium
with curved interfaces.

c
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point At on the side of the generated wave. For the ray that origi-

nates at Bo (Figure 4..|), and traverses points At through A7 to point

6, ttt" ref lected/transm¡ tted wave i s g iven by 3

N ,2

j=t ç(nÐd.(nì t( (4.2¡)

This final expression for the ampl itude of a reflected/transmi tted wave

can be modified to include a source term. The most commonly assumed

source, the point source, is generaìly described by two take-off angles

of the ray under consideration (ray parameters) and the directional

characteristics.

Alì the quantities in equation(l+.23) except ! can easiìy be deter-

mined from an assumed seismic model. The quantity V and the associat-

ed geometricaì spreading, on the other hand, are considerably compì i-

cated and require substantiaì computing time. Various methods of

computation for these guantities (¡ottr exact and approximate) have been

deveìoped recently (Cerveny et aì., 1977) and incorporated in most ray

trac i ng computer proErams.

!.1 Svnthetic seismoqrams and their appl ications

The advent of electronic computers has created new dimensions for a

better comparison of theory and observation. l'lodern computers have

become so vital in the interpretat¡on of massive geophysical data'

which frequently involves massive data processing and the generation of

synthetic sei smograms.

TT RJ ?G¡ ) dt ( t4 ;) J,( n¡)t
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three major uses for synthetic seismo-

a). The construction of a more refined model. This is best iì-

lusrrated by the work of Helmberger(1968) to study the crust and

mantle in the Bering Sea, and his investigation of the lateraì vari-

ations in Western United States and Northern llexico (Helmberger,

1972). The basic principle is to vary the geological layer proper-

ties until good agreement with observation is obtained.

U). fne determination of the relative importance of various

phases resulting from a compl icated modeì; This ì ies in the realm

of exploration seismology and it is one of the main concerns of this

thesis. Here we are interested in the identification of rel iable

reflections which can be fol ìowed over several ki lometers and also

be correlated with particular reflecting horizons (Hay and Hron,

1978; Hilterman, 1970; Tucker and Yorston, 197Ð.

c). t¡re ìast application of synthetic seismograms is to geome-

tries that cannot be solved exactly(Pilant, 1979), such as the in-

teraction of braves with edges, corners, and points. By comparing a

synthetic seismogram with a record section obtained from a physical

model, the nature and importance of the diffraction effects can be

measured (Hong 
"la H"lmberger, l977i Langston, 1977).

The first step in the construction of synthetic seismograms is to

generate numerical codes of the most important elementary waves. Then

the kinematic and dynamic parameters of these waves are computed and

the waves with large enough ampl itudes are selected. The criteria for

the selection of such waves for a given number of plane parallel layers

has been developed by (Hron, 1971). For curved interfaces, the method
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of ray generation and selection is slightìy different. However, the

general criteria is to realize:

l) the most important rays(rays with large ampl itude contributions) are

the rays with a minimal (or near-minimal) number of reflections and

therefore a maximal (or near-maximal) number of transmissions (Ben-Hen-

ham and Singh, ì98.|), for example, primary refìections in exploration

seismoìogy, and 2) contributions from converted rays can be significant

when the conversion takes place at a reflection but are usually negli-

gibìe when converted at transmission. Final ly, elementary seismograms

corresponding to the eìementary waves are determined and summed up to

give the desired synthetic seismogram.

ln the next chapter, the computer program, TRACE (see appendix)

which is based on the ray tracing principles of section 4.3 wiìl be

used to trace seismic rays in typical geological sections of the Sud-

bury Basin. This same program also computes the ampìitude of the re-

fìected wave (as outlined in section 4.4), the arrival time, and sur-

face position with respect to the source. This information, i.e', the

output of program TRACE will be fed to another program which computes

synthetic seismograms to obtain the seismic response of the particular

model. Tfus, the next chapter incorporates the P-wave velocity data of

chapter 3 and the theoretical principles of the present chapter.
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Chapter 5

THE SEtSt4tC t40Dt L ING

Seismic modelling is the construction of the seismic response of a

proposed geologicaì set-up which is either structural or stratigraphic,

or both. The computation requires a knoweledge of the model parameters

such as veìoci ty di str ibution, physical dimension, and model structure.

lf an observed seismic data is already at hand, then one can vary these

parameters until the seismic response shows a good match with the ob-

served seismic section. The model so obtained will be considered to be

a representative of the true subsurface geology.

ln this chapter, the ray theoretical principles outl ined in the pre-

vious chapter and the laboratory seismic veìocity measurements of chap-

ter 3 will be combined to construct various models of the Sudbury Ba-

sin.

!..l t4odel parameters

The most essential step in the formulation of a seismic model is to

specify the physicaì and geometricaì parameters of each medium in the

model. Under geometrical parameters we have the shape and position of

seismic interfaces. The geometrical parameters of the seismic mod-

elìing are derived from the two geological sections of the North Range

environment of Sudbury (Figures 5.la and 5.lb). This is a section of

the area from which the core samples for the veìocity measurement were
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the contact relationships and the thick-

units. Part(a) is a diagrammatic section

part (b) corresponds to a diagrammatic sec-

contact in the North Range environment.

other than the ones shown in Figure !.1

By physicaì parameters of a medium we mean P-wave velocity and s-

wave velocity, and density. lt should be emphasized, however' that

velocity is the most critical parameter playing a major role in any

seismic modelling. ln this thesis, P-wave veìocities and rock densi-

ties as determined in chapter 3 wi I I serve as prescribed.

l.! Acoust ic i mpedance and ref I tion coefficient i n Sudbury

Knowing both the physical and geometrical parameters' there are two

main problems that should be considered before we embark on applying

reflection seismics to map the boundaries of crystal I ine rocks. The

first is whether, at the contacts between the different types of rocks'

the acoustic contrasts are sufficient to generate reflections observ-

able at the surface. The second problem is the difficulty encountered

in interpreting observations caused by the irreguìarity of the rock

boundaries in an area of interest.

When we taìk of the detectability of the seismic response' we are

concerned primari ly with the variation in reflection ampl itudes imposed

by the subsurface geology. Consequentìy we exclude ampl itude consider-

ations due to such factors as instrument sensitivity' source energy'
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geophone-ground coupling etc,. Then we are left with the major factors

that affect the variation of ampl itude; spherical divergence, interface

transmission losses, and multiple reflection effects. ln this section,

however, only the nature of interface reflection coefficients of the

intended seismic model will be considered.

ln the light of the geological conditions of the Sudbury Basin, we

have the necessary background information to investigate the detect-

abi ì ity of the refìected enery. Using the laboratory measured P-wave

velocities and densities, the acoustic impedance of the major rock

units have been computed (Figure 5.2). The impedance was computed by

taking the product of the density and the average velocity (Tabìe 2) at

a given pressure, i.e., Z = ?V ( where Z = acoustic impedance, P = den-

sity, and V = velocity ) assuming vertical refìection.

It is clear from Figure 5.2 and Table 3 that the massive sulphide

has an exceptional ly high acoustic impedance, foì lowed by the oxide-

rich quartz gabbro and mafic norite. The two felsic rocks, granite

gneiss and micropegmatite have the lowest and second lowest impedance

respectively. The remaining four rock units (granite breccia, mafic

gneiss, Qnaping and felsic norite ) appear to have values that are not

very much different from one another' specially in the low pressure

regions. Another important point to be learned from this data is the

presence of a uniform impedance contrast all the way from the lowest to

the highest pressure. This suggests that for the pressure values con-

sidered, the impedance contrast appears to be independent of the ap-

ptied pressure' or the depth from the surface



Table 2. Average P-wave velocity, density, and porosity to 44.2 ttPa
of stress.

ROCK ITPE

ONAPING

HICROPEG}IAIITE

oxrDE-RrcH QUÀRTZ GABBRO

FELSIC NORITB

MAFIC NORITE

GRAI{IÎE BRECCIA

I,ÍASSIVE SUI,PHIDE

UAFIC GNBISS

GRA}IITE GNEISS

SUDBI'RY BRECCIA

OLIVINE DIABASE

STRESS

3.5 5.0 9.3

(M P

18.0

a)

30.7 44 .2

DENSITY DENSITY

(ke/'3 ) (ke/'3 )(DRY) (I{Er)

-POROSITY

(PERCEM)

0.07

0.36

0.15

0.36

o.27

0.37

o.7 4

0.20

0,40

0.11

0.28

6.157

5.905

6.335

5.851

6.077

5.829

4.9L4

5.918

5.701

5.845

6.300

6.243

5.993

6.418

5.950

6.084

5.889

4.979

5 "959

5 "72L

5.924

6.320

6.266

6.067

6.477

6.003

6.139

5.975

5.046

6.068

5.827

5.965

6.380

6.309

6. r43

6.512

6.041

6.256

6.078

5.069

6.r82

5.925

6.O47

6 .580

6 .309

6.194

6.622

6.123

6.284

6.110

5. 185

6.271

5 .991

6.090

6.670

6.328

6.252

6.633

6.227

6.366

6.123

5.209

6.299

6.038

6.L76

6.670

2734 "6

2694.2

2889. I

279t.9

2909.3

2739.6

4 I53 .4

2797.8

2684. I

2831.8

2989.2

2735.6

2697.8

2890.6

2795.5

29L2.O

2791.4

4160.8

2799.8

2688.2

2832.9

2992.O
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Figure J.2. Acoustic impedance of the major rock units in the
North Range environment.
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Table 3.

ROCK TYPE

ONAPING

HICROPEG}IAÎI1E

oxlDE-nrcH QUARÎZ GABBRO

FELSIC ITORITE

IIAFIC NORIlE

GRANITE BRECCIA

T{ASSIVE SULPTTIDE

T.IAFIC GNB IS S

GRANITE GNBISS

ST'DBURÏ BRECCIA

OLIVINE DIABASE

Acoustic impedance (in millions n/s kg/m3 ) to l+1.2 ltlPa

of stress of the major rock units in Sudbury'

SlRESS

5.0 9.3

(u P a)
18.0 30.7 44.23.5

l6 .84

15.90

18.30

16.36

17.68

16.25

20.41

16.56

15.32

16.55

18.83

17.07

16.15

18.54

16.61

17.70

16.41

20.68

16.ó7

15.36

16.77

18.89

17.14

16.35

18.71

16.76

17.86

16.66

20.96

16.98

15. ó4

16.89

l9 .07

17 .25

16.55

l8 .81

l6 .87

18.20

16.94

21.05

17 .2t
l5 .90

17.12

19.67

17 .25

16.69

19.13

17.10

18.28

l7 .03

21.53

l7 .55

ló.08

17 .24

19.94

17.30

16.84

19.16

17.39

18.52

t7.07

21.63

17 .62

16.21

17.49

19.94 -o
Þ
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l'lore insight about the seismic response of the Sudbury Basin can be

gained by computing the reflection coefficient at the boundaries of the

different rock units in the geological section. Consequently' the

plane wave reflection coefficient for normaì incidence was calculated

for each of the contacts in Figure !.ì using the equation,

z2-21
R (5. t)

z2+zl

Where R = refìection coefficient, Z1 = acoustic impedance of medium l,

and Z2 = acoustic impedance of medium 2.

The computation was accompl ished by assuming a stack of homogeneous

layers corresponding to the rock units in the geoìogical section. Ac-

cordingly, the 0naping is taken as the top-most ìayer, and the gneissic

rocks as the lower-most ìayer or infinite half space. 0n the basis of

the contact relationships depicted in Figures 5.la and 5.ìb' there are

f ourteen poss ible interf aces, assuming the f ootl^/a I I rock to be ei ther a

mafic gneiss or a granite gneiss (ta¡le 4 ). lt is also known (from

the core logs), that the footwall can have zones of Sudbury breccia.

This might raise the number of possible seismic interfaces to eighteen.

Nevertheless, considering the I imited occurrence of the rock unit and

an acoustic impedance very similar to mafic gneiss, the additional in-

terfaces can be safely ignored in this study.

The reflection coefficient of each of these interfaces is displayed

in Figure 5.3. 0f course, some of these interfaces may not have any

geological significance due to their I imited size and/or occurrence.

Nine of the fourteen possible interfaces (table 4) have negative



Table 4 Ref I ect ion coef f ic i ent to 4l+.

interfaces in SudburY.

ROCK ÎYPE

2 ltlPa of stress f or Poss i b I e

STRESS (x P â )

30.7

OTAP I}¡G AND
}tI CR,OPEG}IA?ITE

}TICROPEGITAIIlE AIID OXIDE-
RICN QUARÎZ GABBRO

oxlDE-RICI QUARÎZ GABBRO
AND ?ELSIC IIORIlB

FELSIC NORIlE ATD
IIAPIC IIORIlE

TELSIC ITOR,IIE AND
!{APIC Cr¡EISS

FELSIC NORIÎB AtrD
GRAXIlE GIIEISS

I{AFIC NORITE AI¡D
GRÀIIIlE BRECCIA

üAFIC IIORIÎE AND
}IAFIC GÌ¡EI S S

HATIC XORIÎE AND
GRAtrI?E GI¡EI SS

GRAIIIlE TR,ECCIA AND
HASSIVE SÜLPEIDB

GRANIlE BRECCIA AIID
r{ÀPrc GTEISS

GRATIIE BRECCIA AI{D. GRANIlE GNEISS

}IASSIVE SULPBIDE AND
}tAFIC G}¡EISS

I{ASSIVE SULPHIDE AND
GRANIlE GNEISS

3.5 5.0 9.3 l8 .0 44.2

-0.029 -0.028 -0.02ó -0.021 -0.016 -0.013

0.072 0.069 0.063 0.oó4 0.068 0.065

-0.05E -0.057 -0.051 -0.055 -0.056 -0.050

0.038 0.032 0.035 0.040 0.036 0.032

0.012 0.009 0.013 0.017 0.017 0.0t3

-0.032 -0.034 -0.034 -0.029 -0.030 -0.034

-0.042 -0.037 -0.038 -0.036 -0.038 -0.038

-o.o27 -0.023 -O.O22 -0.023 -0.01E -0.019

-0. o7 r -0.066 -0 .06E -0.069 -0.065 -0.065

0.t14 0.116 0.114 0.108 0.llE o.l16

0.015 0.014 0.01ó 0.015 0.020 0.019

-0.026 -0.029 -0.031 -0.031 -0.027 -0.027

-0.099 -0.102 -0.099 -0.094 -0.098 -0.097

ItÞ
6'ñ
c¡\\o

-0.142 -0.144 -0.144 -0.t39 -0.144 -0.143
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reflection coefficients, and the magnitude of the reflection coeffi-

cients ranges from 0.009 for a felsic norite/mafic gneiss interface to

0..|44 for a massive sulphide/granite gneiss interface. 0nìy three in-

terfaces, all formed with massive sulphide and an adjacent rock unit,

have magnitudes that are cornparabìe to the reflection coefficient of

young sedimentary rocks (0'Doherty and Anstey, l97l) . These interfaces

could be suitabìe targets of a reflection seismic survey provided they

also meet the geometric requirement.

Three other interfaces, namely, micropegmatite/oxide-rich quartz

gabbro, oxide-rich quartz gabbro/felsic nori te, and mafic noril¡e/gra-

nite gneiss have moderately high reflection coefficients and may have

considerable importance from- an exploration poÎnt of view. The other

interfaces have low coefficients, indicating that they may not return

seismic energy strong enough to be detected by most availabìe seismic

equ i pment .

All the interfaces shown in Figure 5.3 may not be geologicalìy mean-

ingful in al I parts of Sudbury. For example, in the North Range envi-

ronment, the footwall rock is made up of granitic rocks(see Hap No 2.l70

Qntario Department of tlines(now Qntario Geological Survey)). ln this

case, al I reflection coefficient computations that depend on the eìas-

tic parameters of mafic gneiss will be unrealistic for this part of the

Basin. Some other interfaces may be of such a small scale to have any

geophysical si gni f i cance.

The most outstanding features of the reflection coefficients in Sud-

bury are: a) reasonabìy high reflection coefficients on either side of

the massive sulphide layer, b) moderateìy high refìection coefficients



for micropegmatite/oxide-rich quartz gabbro and mafic

gneiss interfaces. These interfaces appear to possess

suitable target for future reflection seismic survey.
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norite/granite

features of a

5"1 Geoìo oical and seismic boundar i es

Qne of the most important reasons why the seismic method is not val-

id in many geological environments is, th" lack of correspondence be-

tween geologicaì boundaries and seismic boundaries. Actual geological

units are not generally homogeneous and geoìogical bound'aries are not

expected to be sharp most of the time. They are always characterized

by a zone of transition, the thickness of which may vary from a frac-

tion of a centimeter to tens or even hundreds of meters. ln expìora-

tion sei smology, however, the subsurface geology i s frequentl y assumed

to be composed of homogeneous ìayers separated by sharp boundaries

(fìrst order discontinuities). Any significant deviation from this

assumption reduces the amplitude of the seismic wave reflected at the

boundary.

Whether a geological boundary with a transition zone is sharp or not

depends on the thickness of thq transition zone and the frequency of

the seismic wave used. lt has been shown (Noponen et al., 197Ð that

the amplitude of refìection will not be affected by the presence of a

transition zone the thickness of which is less than l0? of the seismic

waveìength used. For a frequency of 30 Hz (the predominant frequency

in exploration seismology) and the average veìocity in Sudbury (about

6.2 kn/s), a transition zone with a thickness less than 20 m will not

affect the ampì itude of the reflected energy. This study assumes that



the above requirement is reasonably satisfied

tion of the Sudbury Basin.
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in the geologicaì condi-

å.!. seis¡ts model I i nct ol the North Range environment

The seismic modell ing to be effected in the foìlowing sections as-

sumes that the velocity measurement described in Chapter J represents

the seismic velocity distribution of the Sudbury Basin to 2 km of

depth. The primary interest, however, is to see what lies well below

this depth, to a depth of 6 or 8 km. Consequently, the availabìe ve-

ìocity data was made to serve this purpose by applying a suitable ex-

trapolation as shown in Figures 5.4a and !.4b. The velocities of the

two rock units (greenstones and leucocratic gneiss) included in the

Figures were measured in conjunction with a crustal seismic survey in

Northwestern 0ntar io (Young , 197Ð, i n the Super ior Structural Provi nce

of the Canad i an Sh i el d.

The first seismic model considered is the one that corresponds to

the geological section of Figure 5,1a, i.e., a barren contact in the

North Range environment. The geological contact is known to dip from

300 to 500 , so the {ip of the layers in the models was made to lie in

this range. Layer thickness corresponds to the thickness of the rock

unit it represents, except in some regions of sharp corners. Layer

properties are given by the average P-wave velocity specified at points

havi ng regular hor izontal i nterval s but arbi trary depths. The veìoci ty

within a layer can change laterally or vertically, resulting in a two

dimensional inhomogeneous medium. Aìso, al ì the layers considerecl are

assumed to be perfectly elastic and isotropic media.
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ln Figure !.!a, the upper most ìayer stands for the top two forma-

tions (Chelmsford sandstone and 0nwatin slate) of the Whi tewater group'

followed by the 0naping formation, micropegmatite, oxide-rich quartz

gabbro, feìsic norite and granite gneiss (footwall rock). The wide

occurrence of granitic rocks in this part of Sudbury, (Figure 2,Ð can

justify the choice of granite gneiss as the footwall rock.. ln alì the

models constructed, the last interface was included simply to facili-

tate the computing work and bears no geological significance.

The verticaì veìocity model at 4 km distance from the origin for the

seismic model shown in Figure !.!a is given in Figure 5.6a. For rea-

sonably thick layers such as the Onaping and micropegmatite, the veìoc-

ity was allowed to change both ìaterally and vertically. tsut, for thin

layers I ike oxide-rich quartz gabbro, the vertical variation was con-

sidered to be negìigibìe, so only ìateral veìocity gradient was used.

The synthetic seismogram generated for the model of Figure 5.5a is

shown în Figure 5.5b. The reflected arrivals from each of the irrup-

tive rocks and the footwaìl rocks are pìotted in real time scaìe. lt

can be seen that the reflected energy from al I the interfaces reaches

the recording device in less than 1.6 seconds. For this particular

sampling interval (4 ms), alì the arrivals are well separated in time.

There doesn't seem to be any problem in identifying one interface from

another, even for the thinnest layer in the structure.

Reflection ampl i tude general ly foì lows the same pattern as the re-

flection coefficient of Figure 5.3, the high amplitude coming from the

interface with the highest reflection coefficient. Despite the fact

that the top of the oxide-rich quartz gabbro is 1.8 km deeper than the
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top of the micropegmatite, the ampl itude of the refìection from

deeper interface is more than two and a half times as strong as

refìection above it. For up-dip arrivaìs, the ampl itude appears

show a very weak dependence on offset distance.
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The present model was modified by increasing the dip of the contacts

from 3Oo to 4Oo (Figure 5.7a), an intermediate value for the geolog-

ical dip in the area. The corresponding synthetic seismogram (using

the same format as Figure 5.5b) is shown in Figure 5.7b. No major

change, either in the subsurface coverage or the nature of the travel

time could be observed, except for a difference in the time gap between

the first arrival and the second arrival.

The amplitude picture is more or less the same for both models. To

obtain a reasonabìe comparison of ampl itudes, however, the source posi-

tions in both models were moved back and forth until a good match in

the travel time of the prominent arrivals (second arrivals) was ob-

tained. lt was difficuìt to obtain a good match to all the arrivaìs'

consequently, the partial match attained between offset distances 4.!

km and 6.0 km was considered satisfactory. For this region, we can

assume that the path followed by the rays in both models has the same

velocity structure. Any change in the ampl itude observed can be at-

tributed to the change in the dip angle. The comparison made on this

ground shows no appreciable difference in ampl itudes. This impl ies

that no serious ìoss of amplitudes can be introduced in treating the

lOo seismic model to represent the North Range envi ronment. Besides,

actual refìection data characterized by steeper dips usual ly creates

serious problems of data processing, for example' migration. Hence the
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dip of the layers in the North Range seismic models will be uniformly

taken as l0o

gnce a seismic model for a barren geological structure is construct-

ed, the next ìogicaì step wiìl be to modify this model so that it can

include a mineralized zone and obtain a seismic equivalent for the geo-

logìcal section of Figure 5.1b. Before attempting to make a seismic

representation of the exact mineraì ized zones in the North Range envi-

ronment, it wiìl be useful to construct a modeì with a pìanar massive

sulphide zone and see how much it affects the seismic response. This

was done in Figure !.8a, where a layer of massive sulphide is sand-

witched between the felsic norite and the footwall rocks with a veloci-

ty model as shown in Figure 5.6b, ln this model, it is possible to

include two layers representing mafic norite and granite breccia, be-

tween the sulphide and the felsic norite. However', a close examination

of Figures 5.2 and 5.3 shows that felsic norite and granite breccia

have approximateìy identical acoustic impedance and the two interfaces

above the massive sulphide (telsic norite/mafic norite and mafic nor-

ite/granite breecia) have very low reflection coefficients. Ïhe re-

quired impedance contrast at the top of the sulphide layer will not be

affected by replacing the granite breccia with felsic norite. This

avoids the possible computing error that might arise from including two

thin layers with two weak interfaces. This arrangement also lowers the

computing time by about J0 percent.

The synthetic section for the model of figure !.8a is given in Fig-

ure 5.8b. The most pronounced picture of this section is the distinct-

ly high reflection amplitude corning from the top and bottom of the sul-
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phide layer. There is also a phase reversal in the form of the signal

reflected from the two interfaces, which wiÌl be manifested as long as

the two arrivals are separated in time. This degree of resolution,

however, ilây not be achieved in real geologicaì conditions. The thick-

ness of massive sulphide in the area is known to vary from a few meters

to 4j m (tt.l-. Anderson, personnal communication), but the synthetic

section of Figure !.8b requires a thickness of 85 m for the suìphide

ìayer. The maximum realistic thickness of the sulphide layer (l+5 m)

results in the response shown in Figure !.8c. There may be an uncer-

tainity as to how thick the sulphide zone is, but the response is stiìl

strong enough to reveaì the presence of the zone. Recently, however,

the introduction of high resolution seismic techniques has greatìy ím-

proved the I imit of resolution. Thus, through the use of this new

technique, it wouìd be possible to map mineralized bodies of the type

found in Sudbury.

The ìast model pertinent to the geology of the North Range environ-

ment is the one that has a greater depth extent and a correspondingly

large ìateral extent, Figure 5.9a. This model is very similar to the

model of Figure !.!a in many respects; the same attitude and thickness

of layers, elastic parameters etc. The source-receiver position is

arranged in such a ì^,ay that the subsurf ace mapping wi I I be twice as

deep as the previous models. This is with the intention that a model

of this scale can provide more valuable ìnformation for future struc-

turaì studies of the Basin as a whole.

It can be observed from the synthetic section

5.9b) that there are arrivals all the way from I

of this mocleì (Figure

.J seconds to about 3.0
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seconds, approximately twice the arrivaì time for the shalìow models'

The refìection from the top of the Qnaping ìayer has been included in

the section, and shows up as a uniquely high amplitude arrival. This

amplitude characteristic is the result of the low P-wave velocity as-

signed to the ìayer representing the sedimentary formations and the

shallowness of the interface. For refìections coming below this inter-

face, the temporal as well as the amplitude relationship is generaìly

simi lar to the one obtained for the shal ìow models' The reflection

from the oxide-rich quartz gabbro is still the most prominent arrival'

and the arrival from the top of the micropegmatite layer is the weak-

est. Thus one can expect to obtain reliable reflections from the ox-

ide-rich quartz gabbro even at such great depths'

Hore exploration significance can be attached to the present modeì

if it can be modified so as to give some indication of the presence of

a mineraìized zone. 0n the other hand, alì the available seismic tech-

niques (with the exception of high resolution seismic techniques) can

hardly detect a geological unit with a thickness less than 45 m (maxi-

mum thickness of massive sulphide) at a depth of 5 - I fm. Thus it

will be meaningless to put a sulphide layer below the felsic norite' as

in Figure 5.8a. Consequently a different, but geological ly more plau-

sibìe approach was employed. 0n the North Range, the ore-bodies are

typicalìy associated with mafic sub-layer rocks (Dence, 1978: see also

Figure 5.lb) that underlie the main body of norite and make a sharp

contact with the underlying footwal I rocks. This unit is reasonably

thicker than a massive sulphide zone and has a much wider extent' Fur-

thermore, the reflection coefficient obtained when the mafic sub-layer

is in contact with granite gneiss is sufficiently high to warrant sub-
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stantial reflections.

Thus the barren model of Figure !.la was modified by inserting a 200

m thick mafic sub-ìayer (maximum thickness for this unit is 300 m'

N.L.Anderson, personnaì communication) between the felsic nori te and

the footwal I rocks (Figure 5.10a and !.10b). The refìection from the

bottom of the mafic sub-layer is as strong as the reflection from the

top of the oxide-rich quartz gabbro. Hence, reflections of this magni-

tude, if correlated over large distances, can result in more diagnostic

geophysical data which can be used to outl ine probable mineral ized

zones.

å.å 0n the seismic model of the Sudburv Basin

one of the objectives of a future seismic survey in Sudbury would be

to promote the present understanding of the whole Sudbury Structure. A

large scale seismic survey covering the whole Basin may define the real

shape of the structure, which in turn would provide valuabìe informa-

tion regarding the origin of the entire structure. 0n the basis of the

avai lable geologicaì as wel I as geophysical data, several authors have

suggested a number of models for the Sudbury Basïn (Peredery,1972:,

Popelar, 1972i Patison, 197Ð. Recentìy, a model which provides a sim-

ple explanation for the field, petrographic and mineralogical data

available to date has been suggested (Dence, 1978). Although some com-

positionaì differences are known to exist, rocks of the North and South

Ranges are very similar. ln this case the elastic properties of the

core samples from the North Range environment, as determined in chapter

3, can be projected to represent the velocity distribution of the whole
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Sudbury Basin. The veìocity data combined with the postulated geolog-

ical modeìs can result in a simplified seismic model for the Basin'

(Figures 5.lla and 5.llb).

The horizontaì extent of the modeì is taken to be the same as the

width of the Sudbury Basin and the maximum depth is within the range of

va I ues pred i cted by most geol og i ca I modeì s. The North Range contacts

are dipping at 300 , whereas the South Range contacts have an average

dip of 4/o (the true geological dip is between !00 and 700 ). Layer

thicknesses and veìocity distribution are approximately the same as the

model of Figure 5.9a. The rock unit that served as a marker horizon in

the models of the North Range environment, oxide-rich quartz gabbro and

its south range equivalent, upper gabbro' are represented by one unit

in this model. Similarly, mafic norite and its South Range counterpart

quartz-rich norite are taken to be identical.

The travel time of the model with the source located in the center

of the Basin is relatively compl icated. Nevertheless, the relative

importance of the different arrivals is general ly maintained. Actual

seismic surveys of this nature may result in a more complicated travel-

time picture which might create some problems of phase identification.

Contributing factors to this kind of problem may be changes in the at-

titude of formations within each ìimb of the Basin, lack of continuity

of reflections due to irregularity of contacts, and diffractions from

faults, terminating beds, etc.

The synthetic seismogram obtained by including a mafic norite layer

between the felsic norite and the footwlì rocks (Figures 5.ì2a and

5.12b) has the same degree of travel time complication as the previous
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model. However, the presence of another strong late arrivaì

ing from the bottom of the mafic norite will obviously have

contribution to phase identif ication.
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originat-

a positive

At this stage, it wiìl be more instructive to see the seismic re-

sponse of the Basin when the source is moved from the present posi-

tion(.l8 km from the origin). For this purpose, two more seismic re-

sponses, one by moving the source position 4 km towards the North Range

(Figures 5.13a and 5..I3b) and another by moving the source 4 km towards

the South Range (Figure 5.14a and !.14b), were obtained. The first

thing to be noticed from these results is that the kind of symmetry

observed in the travel time of the previous response is very much dis-

torted. Aìso, there appears to be a reduction in the amplitude of the

reflections below the micropegmatite when the source is moved towards

the South Range. The most probabìe source of this reduction could be

the relatively steep dip of the interfaces on this side of the Basin.

There is one more interesting lesson we can learn from the compari-

son of F i gures 5. I 3b and 5. lOb. Both se i smograms were generated by

putting the source at a distance of l4 km from the origin. Any feature

that is absent in figure !..l0b' but present in figure !.lJb is caused

by the presence of the South Range limb of lhe structure. Thus, late

arrivals similar to the ones observed in figure 5.13b will be commomly

observed in all real seismic surveys carried out in the North Range

env i ronment.
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5.9 Hodels of fine structures

The seismic modelling was so far directed towards investigating the

contact relationships of major rock units in order to promote our un-

derstanding of the Sudbury Structure. This in turn may have a signifi-

cant contribution to the ongoing search for a better explanation of the

origin of the Sudbury Structure. However, the ultimate objective of a

seismic survey in the area is to delineate zones of mineralization that

have economic viabi I ity. This may assume an indirect approach, where

one looks for structures favourable for the accumulation of the target

material (the classical example is petroleum exploration), or a direct

approach whereby the target material can be recognized by its seismic

properti es alone. I n mi neral exploration, i t appears that both ap-

proaches are equaì ly val id. l n Sudbury, for example, the approximately

planar-to-lenticular ore-bodies of the South Range can be handled by

the direct approach, and the embayment structures of the North Range by

the i nd i rect approach.

0ne of the fundamental differences between prospecting for petroleum

as opposed to ore deposits is that petroleum normally occurs in struc-

tures wherein the largest dimensions are in the horizontal plane pre-

senting a fairly large target for both geophysical methods and drilì-

ing. ln contrast, most ore deposits have large vertical dimensions

with relatively smal I horízontal extent, resulting in a horizontal ly

narrow target. Also, the compexity of ore-bearing structures and the

diversity of associated rock types have demanded more precise methods

of i dent i fy i ng them (Hobson , 1967) .



A first step

deposits will be

in impìementing seismic techniques to

to simulate typical mineral ized zones

their seismic response. This wiìl be accomplished in
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search for ore

and generate

the present sec-

tion.

The first two seismic models will be devoted to generate the seismic

responses of typicaì ore-bodìes in the North and South Ranges' as por-

trayed in the diagramatic sections of Figures 2.4a and 2.\b. South

Range ore-bodies as in Creighton and ltlurray, can be considered inf inite

in two dimensions, therefore they can be approximated by a ìenticular

sulphide body with vertical dimensions of about 0.5 km. Hanging wal I

rocks are represented by main irruptive norite (upper most layer' Fig-

ure f.ì5a), contaminated norite and the gabbro-peridotite incìusion

suìphide zone. The last two rock units are typically found in the

South Range and no measured P-wave velocity was available. lt was as-

sumed, however, that the rock next to the felsic norite will have a

velocity simi lar to mafic norite. The gabbro-peridotite zone, on the

other hand, has relativeìy more suìphide content and it was felt more

appropriate to assign it a velocity even lower than felsic norite. Due

to the wide occurrence of mafic metavolcanic rocks in the Proterozoic

rrocks of the South Range, the velocity of the footwall rocks was taken

to be that of mafic gneiss.

The resulting synthetic section is given in Figure !.ì5b. The sul-

phide body is outlined by a uniquely high amplitude refìectìon but ap-

pears relatively thicker in the time section because of the velocity

pull-down arising from the low velocity of the sulphide. ln this case'

the velocity pull-down will have a positive contribution to the resolv-
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ing power of the method. This model may not adequateìy represent actu-

al South Range mineral ized zones. Nevertheless, subsequent inferrences

from models of this nature can provide us with some basic information.

The construction of more realistic models for this type of mineraliza-

tion obviously requires a careful assessment of the seismic velocity

d i str i but i on based on further ì aboratory-measured vel oc i ty data, and

the avai lable geological information.

A mineralized zone in the North Range environment can be simulated

by replicating the upper half of the mineralized contact in Figure

5.1b. The modell ing was further simpl ified by assuming the seismic

source to be located within the felsic norite so that the overall pic-

ture resembles the ideal ized embayment structure of Figure 2.4b. Ac-

cordingly, the constituent formations are, from top to bottom, felsic

norite, mafic norite, granite breccia, massive sulphide, and granite

gneiss (footwal l) (Figure 5.16a). 0utside the depression, the breccia

and the sulphide are made as thin as possible and they are no ìonger

specified by their own velocities. lnstead, they wiìl have the same

velocity as the footwalì rock for distances 0.00 to 0.75 km and l.2i to

2.00 km. The specification for the rest of the velocity structure is

simi lar to the Previous model s.

The response as shown in Figure f.l6b is similar to what can be ex-

pected from a relatively shallow seismic survey, all the prominent ar-

rivals being recorded within a time span of less than half a second.

At the bottom of the depression the breccia and the sulphide are 86 m

and 6! m thick, respectively, yet the reflections from the three inter-

faces are not sufficiently separated in time. The three arrivals have
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merged to form one main envelope. ln addition to the main arrivals

that make up the envelope, there are late arrivaìs coming from the edg-

es of the depression with ampl itudes that diminish rapidly. lf proper-

ly identified, these features, i.e., the strong envelope and the asso-

ciated edge scattering, can be good indicaters of the presence of a

mineral ized embayment structure.

The last seismic model of a mineralzed structure is the one con-

structed by imitating the mineraìized contact of the North Range envi-

ronment. Aìl rock units, except mafic norite and granite breccia, are

included in this model (Figure !.17a). The thin lenticular medium im-

beded between the felsic norite and the footwall rocks (below 2 km and

4 km distance) represents massive sulphide. lt has a maximum thickness

of 75 m and the velocity of massive sulphide in the indicated regions.

It is to be noted that the suìphide zone in this model can be shaped

to have more curvature than the one shown in the figure by supplying

more dense input data, but this gives rise to more scattered energy

where at one stage becomes too weak to be detected on the surface. The

associated scattering may result in a more compl icated travel time

curve which makes phase identification more difficuìt.

The reflection from the top and bottom of the depression is general-

ly difficult to recognize, primarily because of the focusing of the

rays by the curvature. The ampl itude characteristics is also signifi-

cantìy affected (figure 5..l7b). Some arrivals from the sulphide zone

have amplitudes which are more or less comparable to the arrivals from

the oxide-rich quartz gabbro, which has not been the case when we have

a smooth suìphide layer (see F igure 5.8) . Nevertheless, the roìe of

t
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the high impedance contrast emanating from the presence of the sulphide

body is appreciable. This was more elucidated by modifying the present

modeì as shown in Figure 5.17c. This synthetic section was obtained by

putting an ordinary crystal I ine rock (in this case mafic norite) inside

the depression instead of massive suìphìde. The travel time pattern-in

both figures (5.17b and 5.17c) is roughly the same except for the dif-

ference in the time gap between the last two reflections. The arrivals

from the mineralized depressions (figure 5.17b) have a wider time sepa-

ration than the arrivals from the barren depression. Very dramatic

differences can be seen in the ampìitudes of the seismograms in the two

figures, where there is a 75 percent reduction of amplitude when the

sulphide is replaced by the ordinary rock. Therefore, the strong re-

f I ect i on ampl i tude caused by the suì ph i de, suppì emented by the un i que

travel time originating from the structure may provide substantial in-

formation for the presence of a,mineral ized zone.

In summary, this chapterhas incorporated the Iaboratory-measured

P-wave velocities with ray theoretical principles to obtain a seismic

expression of known and assumed geological structures. The oxide-rich

quartz gabbro of the North Range environment consistently shows up as a

marker horizon in al I the models simulated. A simi ìar response was

obtained when a mafic norite sub-layer is in contact with a granite

gneiss footwall. Finally, it was shown that the presence of a massive

sulphide layer has a dramatic effect in the amplitude of the seismic

response, which can be an extremely valuable criterion in deep seismic

expìoration for ore minerals.
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Chapter É

SOI4E ASPECTS OF DATA PROCESS I NG I N I'1I NERAL EXPLORAT I ON

Reflection seismology is a method that maps the subsurface structure

of the earth from knowledge of the arrival times and wave forms of se-

ismic events returned from subsurface interfaces. To do so, one should

convert the received seismic traces which were recorded as a function

of time into a function of depth, i.ê., transforming the time series

into a depth section of the earth.

ln conventional reflection seismics, there are three main processing

operations, nameìy, deconvolution, stacking, and migration. The first

operation shifts the energy in the observed time series to the proper

place with respect to the time axis, the second to the proper place

with respect to thd half-offset axis, and the third to the proper

places with respect to the mid-point axis (Robinson, 1982) to increase

the horizontal resolution. The contribution of the first two opera-

tions is the attenuation of multiple reflections, reverberations, and

various types of noise. Then the appl ication of migration transforms

seismic energy to its proper spatial position.

6.t llultiples i n Sudbury

The most common and strongest multiples involve reflections at the

surface or at the base of the surface low velocity layer (LVL) where

the reflection coefficient is very large because of the large impedance

contrast" Because of the double reflection taking place at depth, fiìu-

tipìes are not normally observed as distinct events unless the reflec-
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tions are exceptionally high.

For the North Range environment, the most probable multiples were

generated by assuming the Onaping formation as the base of the LVL, as

shown in Figures 6.la through 6..lc. The nature of the dip itself al-

ìows onìy very few of the reflected rays to reach the surface (assuming

conventional layout) and they have to traverse a much longer path.

Having suffered double bounces through a much longer path, multipìes

from a steeply dipping interface cannot maintain a detectable ampl i-

tude, as confirmed by Figure 6..lc. Other multiples generated with the

source located between ì2 km and ll+ km have amplitudes which are three

orders of magn i tude I ower than the weakest ref ì ect i on. Consequent I y,

they leave no trace at all in the synthetic section. Thus, in Sudbury

in particular and in mineral expìoration in general, reverberation and

multiples are not expected to impose as serious a problem as in petro-

leum exploration in younger sedimentary basins.

6.3 f4iqration in mineral exploration

The fact that the most common form of occurrence of wel I known ore-

bodies is in moderately to steeply dipping structures makes migration

an indispensable processing operation in mineral exploration, particu-

ìarly in the Sudbry region. flore often, the target area is character-

ized by substantiaì lateraì velocity variation resulting from steeply

dipping formations, faul ts, and anticl inal and syncl inaì structures.

ln Sudbury, dips of 300 - \50 (North Range) and 500 - 700 are common

features. Also, al I the major rock units in Sudbury are frequently
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cut by steeply dipping olivine diabase dykes with a thickness ranging

from a few cm to lO0 m (N.L.RnAerson, personnal communication). De-

pending on the orientation of the survey Iine with respect to the ati-

tude of the dykes, some of them, especiaìly the thinner ones, wiìl act

as point diffractors. The presence of such features may eventuaìly

contaminate the seismic section with diffraction hyperbolas of varying

i ntens i ty. Furthermore, the embayment structures and the associ ated

thinning and thickening of formations will all result in significant

lateraì inhomogeneity in the structure. The seismic records can be

hopeìessly smeared by the diffraction pattern and side swaps generated

by faults, anticl ines, syncl ines, and other steeply dipping structures.

ln this case, the reflectors as viewed in the time section will have

pronounced lateral displacement and appear to have smaì ler dips than

the true va I ue.

The role of migration will be to collapse the diffraction patterns

generated by faults and point diffractors, to reduce the breadth of

anticlines to their correct value, and to increase the breadth of syn-

cl ines. Therefore, a more real istic picture of the subsurfaee geology

wiìl be ascertained.

At present, migration is more

(Anstey, 1977) :

a) Time migration, in which

revi sed posi tion hor izontal lY,

still reflection time.

b) Depth migration, in which

depth.

I ikely regarded as a two-stage process

the reflection segment is mor¡ed to its

but in which the vertical axis is

the vertical scale is changed to
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The rationale behind the two stage process is that the first process

which accomplishes all the objectives concerned with the collapse of

diffractions and the general clarification of the structure, is not

overly sensitive to the correct choice of migration velocity. Hol^rever,

a small error in the depth conversion velocity can lead to serious er-

rors in the structural interpretation..

Currently, there are three major migration techiniques: diffraction

(Kirchhof integral migration when high-order approximations are used),

finite difference, and frequency domain migration.

The Diffraction method is the oldest of the widely used migration

techniques and rel ies on diffraction for migrating refìections from

dipping reflectors and for col lapsing diffractions. The major advan-

tage of this method is good performance with steep dip. The disadvan-

tage is poor performance under low (S/N) (signaì-to-noise) ratio (Chun

and Jacewitz, l98l).

The finite difference method is based on the finite difference ap-

proximation of the u/ave equation for downward continuation (Claerbout,

1971 Claerbout and Doherty, 1972i Claerbout, 1976). ln this method,

the migration procedure is modeled by the wave equation, which will

then be approximated by a simple type of equation appropriate for mi-

gration. Finaì ly, finite difference algorithms wi I I be employed to

approximate the last equation. The method has a good performance under

low (S/N) conditions, but has a relatively long computing time and dif-

ficulty in handìing steep dip data (Cnun and Jacewitz, l98l).

The third method, frequency domain migration, depends on two dimen-
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sional (2-D) Fourier transform. I t has a greater computational

advantage through the use of the fast Fourier transform and it has be-

come very popular recently (Stolt, 1978; Gazdang, 1978). Other advan-

tages incìude good performance under low (S/N) conditions and exceì lent

performance for steep dip. A disadvantage of this method is the diffi-

cuìty encountered when deal ing with widely varying velocity functions

(Cnun and Jacewitz, l98l) and narrow pass band of the seismic hardware

i n use.

To see how much a seismic section observed in Sudbury will depart

from the real geological section, the North Range environment model was

denseìy mapped as shown in Figure 6.2a simulating an actual seismic

survey. A maximum offset distance of 250 m was used in the set-up

which amounts to a 500 m split spread. The response so obtained was

stacked as shown in Figure 6.ZU to give a synthetic record section of

the model. A comparison of the tv,,o f igures reveals a substantial re-

duction in dip and a corresponding upward shift of the interfaces. The

dip has decreased from the specified value of JOo to 'l80 A shift of

this magnitude can completeìy dístort the interpreted geological re-

sult.

Because of their inherent good performance for steep dips, two of

the above mentioned migration techniques; diffraction and frequency

domain, would be suitable for migrating actual seismic data col lected

for mineral exploration purposes in a Sudbury-l ike area. However, fre-

quency domain migration. wi I I be preferable for the exceptional advan-

tage in computation. ln regions of gentle dips, such as the flanks of

the Sudbury area, it may be possible to use the classical manual method
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of migration.

ln order to image geologic structures and stratigraphic targets that

do not fit the standard two-dimensional (2-D) assumption, the data ac-

quisition should be sufficiently dense and should have a uniform cover-

age of the area (Gibson et al., 1983). This kind of data can only be

handled by three dimensional (3-D) migration technique, which provides

the natural approach to imaging seismic wavefields recorded in the

field. Fine structures such as mineral ized embayments wi I ì general ly

have complicated seismic signatures due to out of line interference,

diffractions from smalì obstacles and terminating refìectors. Two ter-

minating refìectors are obvious from Figure 5,16a. Consequently,3-D

migration will be an essentiaì and hopeful component of the processing

of seismic data col ìected over such areas. Even though 3-D migration

approach is an effective method for proper subsurface imaging of seism-

ic data, it has its own drawback. ln addition to the requìrement that

the data be collected over an area rather than over a single line on

the earth's surface, 3-D migration involves considerably more data and

more extensive processing. The storage and manipuìation of such a

ìarge data volume demands very ìarge computer capacity. l'lore recently,

efficient l-D migration approaches, that can considerably reduce the

burden of computation and data manipulation, have been introduced (Gib-

son et al., 1983; Jakubowicz and Levin, 1983). This and simi lar im-

provements may eliminate in the future some of the existing probìems

and pave the way for a routine application of l-D method in seismic

mineral exploration techniques.
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þ..j Some aspect! of seismic resolution

Seismic resolution is the abil ity to distinguish between the proper-

ties of two refìecting interfaces by a seismic method. The resolving

power generaììy depends on the predominant frequency of the source en-

ergy wavelet and on the (S/N) ratio (Ì.lidess, 197Ð. Additional factors

that come into play in seismic resolution are the form and duration of

the incident wavelet, the degree to which this wavelet is known prior

to ana ì ys i s, and the data process i ng methods used.

Throughout this thesis, the impulse response of the ground motion

\^,as computed and then convolved wi th a veloc i ty-type source wave let

(Oisplayed in Figure 6.3a). This operation modifies the impulse re-

sponse so that it wiìl have a similar form as the actual output of a

geophone. Recent studies show that there are three aspects that con-

trol the resolving power of a seismic signaì, namely, the breadth of

the central lobe, the side lobe ratio and the amplitude of the side-

tai I osci ì lations (Koefoed, 198ì) . I n addi tion to resolution, there

are other desirabìe properties of signals, such as accuracy of depth

estimation and accuracy of formation thickness. A comparison of mini-

mum phase and zero phase signals, based on the above mentioned points,

reveals that zero phase signals have better resolution and more accu-

rate estimates of reflection times and spacings (Schoenberger, 197Ð,

Hence, the zero phase velocity-type sígnaì of Figure 6.Ja, which de-

scribes the earth particle velocity at infinity, was found more appro-

priate to use in this study.
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Folìowing Ricker Ogll)' a veìocity tyPe seismic wavelet may be rep-

resented by an infinite integral of the form :

(P

alfuhn) : -[' 1'erpC-f I ^ f ryr lf (6' r)

o

where i s the breadth of the

f rom the wavelet center. lf a frequency $ris aefined as

Ç,=çi (6.2)

and a variabìe, f, bY :

f = f,f (6.3)

then the integ,ral form, equation(6.1) ' can be expressed as :

: -ft;r,z QxPGtþl c{s rnf ( f (6'r+)

According to equation (6.4), the wavelet is the sum of an infinite ar-

ray of singìe-frequency sinusoidal components covering the entire range

of frequencies from zero to infinite frequency. lt also states that

all these singìe frequency components are in phase at the wavelet cen-

ter which accounts for the deep valley at the center of the wavelet'

The spectrum of the velocity wavelet is given in Figure 6.3b, which

also indicates that the frequency of the maximum ampl itude component

¡s fi. ln normal exploration seismology, the predominant frequency is

in the range of 15 Hz to 50 Hz. By substituting these values in equa-

tion ß.2), ¡t is possible to determine the expected breadth (b) of the

wavelet as detected by the geophones. The computed vaìue is 0'0!2 sec-

ond for a lj Hz wavelet and 0.016 second for a 50 Hz waveìet.

f is simpìy a variable of integration' b

in seconds between its two maxima, and t is the time measuredwave I et
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I f two interface are closely spaced, the seismic wavelets reflected

from each of these interfaces wilì tend to overlap and form a waveìet

complex, instead of a single arrival. lt has been shown (Ricker, 1977)

that the components of a wavelet compìex can be resolved only when the

wavelet centers are separated in time by an amount greater than 0.428

of the wavelet breadth. Thus, if the wavelet complex arises from the

overlaping of the refìections from two interfaces, and V is the waveìet

velocity in the bed lying between these two interfaces, we have:

2h
(6.s)

V

where t is the time'

distance between the

interval between the two reflections and h is the

interfaces. At the resolution point, we have:

= 0.428 (6.6)

and

h = 0 .211+bV (6.7)

This last expression is of vital importance in exploration seismolo-

gy and it will be used to determine the minimum thickness of the bed

that can be resolved by the method. ln the case of Sudbury, the aver-

age layer velocity can be taken as 6.2 kn/s, which gives a minimum

thickness of 2l m for the high frequency 150 ttz) and 69 m for the low

frequency (.l5 Hz).

:
b
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This mathematical formulation will be valid when the wave is normal

to the interfaces and it is free from any kind of distortion. ln real

geoìogical conditions, where most ore-bodies occur, the above require-

ments are hardly met. ln the synthetic seismograms of the previous

chapter, waveìet breadths corresponding to 50 Hz (tor the shallow mod-

els) and 15 Hz (for the deep models) were employed. For example, in

Figure 5.8c, the model with 45 m thick sulphide body, a 50 Hz wavelet

was used and yet the resolution was not satisfactory. lf the noise

introduced by the measuring instrument is also taken into account, the

minimum resolvable thickness of a bed appears to be substantially high-

er than the values computed by the above fôrmula.

The computation of the minimum thickness of a bed that can be re-

soìved, given above, assumes that conventional reflection sei smic tech-

niques will be used for the actual survey. Recently, however, new high

resoìution seismic techniques with signal frequency content of as high

as 100 or 12O Hz are becomîng popular in the oil and gas industry. The

new method has a broader bandwidth obtained by extending the high fre-

quency end of the spectrum, which makes it significantly superior to

the conventional seismic methods. This is primari ly achieved by: l)

scal ing down the expìqsive charge size and using singìe high frequency

geophones instead of groups, 2) reducing the sampl ing interval in space

and time (Ziolkowski and Lerwill, 1979; Applegate et al., 1982; ltlair

and Green, l98l). By this method, it will be possible to detect beds

as thin as l0 m, a very desirabìe feature for use in Sudbury. Hence, a

suitabìe adaptation of this technique for crystal I ine environments wi I I

be of paramount importance.
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chap!er. z

S UI4¡4ARY AND CONCLUS I ON

The prime objective of this study has been to investigate the feasi-

biìity of appìying seismic techniques to solve current expìoration

problems assoc¡ated with deep ore-bodies. The overal I procedure was

essentially an understanding of the forward problem, i.e., the behavior

of seismic waves traveling in rocks typicaìly found in Precambrian min-

ing districts. The initial stage of the study was directed towards the

determination of the seismic velocity distribution in a typical mining

environment, specifically the world renowned nickeì-copper mining dis-

tr i ct of Sudbury, 0ntar i o.

Using the most popular and rel iable laboratory seismic veloci ty

measuring technique, the pulse method, P-wave and S-wave velocities

core samples were determined for simulated overburden pressures of

llPa to 44 ttpa. The range of the appIied pressure in the experiment

corresponds to a depth of a few meters to 2 km, and it is intended

coincide with the depth of occurrence of most known ore-bodies.

From the laboratory measured seismic velocities, it is concluded

that ¡

of

2

to

l) The sudden increase in velocity in the low pressure region, up to

20 HPa, is the resuìt of the closing of very fine cracks in the

rock sampìes. Beyond 20 l'lPa, the rol e of appl ied pressure on

the observed velocities continues to be less significant, i.e.,

it gives way to some other factors.

2) Unlike most young sedimentary rocks, the velocity of crystalline
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rocks strongly depends on the chemical comPosition and density

of the rock type, even in the low pressure region. ljlaf ic rocks

in generaì have higher seismic velocities than felsic rocks,

feìsic norite being an exception, which has a velocity that fits

wel I i n the promi nent feì s i c group of rocks '

3) There is some indication of the effect of aìteration in the

measured average velocities (Figures 5.[a and 5.4b) where the two

gneissic rocks (mafic gneiss and granite gneiss) tend to possess

a lower velocity than their igneous counterparts. The average

velocity of granite gneiss is less than the average velocity of

granite breccia or micropegmatite, and the average velocity of

mafic gneiss is less than the average velocity of mafic norite

or ox i de-r i ch quartz gabbro.

4) up to a pressure of 44.2 llPa, the measured P-wave velocities are

not very welì governed by the linear ìaw of the form V = a + b9

A least squares fit of a straight line to all the'measured ve-

tociries at 44.2 l,lPa conf irms that only 33.i21, the variation

of veìocity may be accounted for by correlation with density,

which disagrees w¡th the result obtained by Birch (196.¡) at ì000

l¿ìPa of pressure.

Ð From laboratory measured seismic velocities, ¡t is possible to

determine the seismic wave velocity distribution of a given area

with a reasonable degree of accuracy. A maximum standard devia-

tion of only 0.203 kn/s ß.32 of the mean) may be introduced in

the measured velocity of a particular rock type. Velocity meas-

urements of this nature can provide valuable data in an effort

made to understand the seismic forward problem in crystalline
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rock env i ronment.

6) S-wave velocities generalìy show a similar pattern as the P-wave

veloci ties except that they are less sensi tive to the appl ied

pressure, paFticularly in the low pressure region. Exploration

techniques based on s-wave motion are not likely to be appropri-

ate for mineral exploration, consequently, no further anaìysis

was done on the measured S-wave velocities.

Havi ng acqui red the necessary data for the sei smi c veloci ty di str i -

bution of the area of interest, the next step was to seìect the appro-

priate theoretical approach through which the seismic response of the

subsurface geology can be predicted. The most important points consíd-

ered in selecting the theoretical tool were: l) The method should com-

pìy with the requirements of the geology in the mining areas, i.e.,

should be able to handle both lateral and vertical inhomogeneities.

2) The method should be reasonably efficient and flexible to use.

0nly the asymptotic ray theory couìd satisfy the above criteria;

consequently al I the anaìysis and numerical simulation undertaken in

this study was based on this theory.

A preliminary analysis of the P-wave veìocity and density of core

sampìes from Sudbury mining area revealed that:

a) llassive sulphide has an exceptional ly high acoustic impedance.

b) Two mafic rocks, oxide-rich quartz gabbro and mafic norite have a

moderately high acoustic impedance.

c) The felsic footwall rock, granite gneiss, has the lowest acoustic

i mpedance
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A simi lar anaìysis based on the possible seismic interfaces which

correspond to the respective geological boundaries shows thats

a) The reflection coefficient of all the seismic interfaces formed

with massive sulphide is substantial ly high and it is comparable

to moderately high reflection coefficients found in young sedi-

mentary areas

b) Three other i nterfaces, mi cropegmati teloxide-r i ch quartz gabbro'

oxide-rich quartz gabbro/felsic norite, and mafic norite/granite

gneiss, have reflection coefficients that wi ì I be of significant

importance from exploration point of view.

c) Al I other interfaces are characterized by general ly low

reflection coefficients suggesting that these interfaces may be

too weak to be detected by presently avai lable techniques.

To understand the effect of various geoìogical structures on seismic

waves, several seismic modeìs were constructed. The input data for

these models were l) the P-wave velocity distribution as observed by

laboratory measurements, and 2) geological sections typically found in

the Sudbury Basin" The overall model study involved ray tracing in an

assumed geological section, and generating theoretical seismograms as

the seismic response of the model. Extensive use of synthetic seismo-

grams was made as a resuìt of which both the kinematic and dynamic

characteristics of the seismic response was analyzed.

For the geoìogical condition of the Sudbury Basin, three groups of

seismic modeìs were constructed. The first group of models represent

the shallow and deep geological sections of the North Range environ-

ment. From the seismic response of these models, it is concluded that:
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a) the top of the oxide-rich quartz gabbro has a uniquely strong

reflection, much stronger than the reflection from the top of

the micropegmatite (which is ì.8 km shallower than the former).

This reflector may serve as a marker horizon in future refìec-

tion seismic surveys.

b) The reflection obtained by including a massive suìphide layer is

the strongest of a'l l, but not much exploration signif icance can

be attached to this kind of response because of the impractical-

ity of having a sulphide ìayer with that dimension.

c) A more useful and real istic response was obtained when a mafic

norite layer was inserted between the felsic norite and the gra-

n¡te gneiss footwall. The reflection from the bottom of this

layer is nearly as strong as the reflection from the top of the

oxide-rich quartz gabbro. Because of the intimate association

of sulphide mineral ization with mafic norite sub-layer, the se-

ismic mapping of this layer (mafic norite) wi I ì have special ex-

ploration s i gni f i cance.

d) The reflection from the rest of the interfaces is generally weak

and not very much different from one another.

The second group of models are intended to give the seismic charac-

teristics of the whole Sudbury Basin. For these models, geological Iy

accepted dimensions(depth and width) of the Basin were used. The am-

pìitude characteristics of these models was found not to be signifi-

cantly different from the one observed in the first group of models.

The travel time of these models, hòwever, reveals the phase identifica-

tion problem that might be encountered in a seismic survey of this

scale in the Basin. A thorough investigation of such models is expect-
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a better understanding of the ori-vaìuable contr ibution to

Sudbury Structure.gin of the

The third and last group of modeìs are all smalì scale models which

correspond to the mineral ìzed zones in Sudbury. Considerabìe effort

has been made to include the most essential features of the mineralized

structures in both the North Range and the South Range. From the com-

puted seismic response' it is concluded that:

a) There is a better chance of detecting the lenticular South Range

ore-bodies by virtue of the strong reflecion generated from both

faces (top and bottom) of the sulphide body'

b) For North Range type of ore-bodies, the seismic response appears

relatively complicated, but more diagnostic features can be rec-

ognized from a careful examination of both the arrival time and

the dynamic characteristics.

A

that:

a)

review of the current seismic data processing techniques shows

b)

l4ultiples and reverberation should not cause any

impediment in a Sudbury-like environment.

Frequency domain migration is judged to be more

for improving the horizontal resolution of the

lected for mineral exPloration.

suîtable

sei smi c data col -

It shouìd be realized, however, that alì the above conclusions are

based on the numerical simulations made in constructing the various

seismic-geological models. Their val idity greatly depends on how much

the.assumed parameters approximate the actual geologicaì conditions.

gne of the most common and critical assumptions made in seismic mod-

ser I ous
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elling is that of a sharp contact between ìayers, but in real geoìog-

ical conditions there wiìl always be a transition zone of varying

thickness at the boundary of two formations. lt has been shown, how-

ever, that the existence of a transiton zone wiìl not reduce the ampli-

tude of the reflected wave as long as the thickness of the zone is less

than l0? of the wavelength (approximately 20 m in Sudbury). ln Sud-

bury, the most important contacts from seismic reflection point of

view, such as the contact of the lrruptive with the footwall, are known

to be reasonably sharp (Dence, ì978; N.L. Anderson, personnal communi-

cat¡on) . Even the contact considered as very gradational (the contact

between felsic norite and mafic norite) has a thickness of 2 - 8 m

(Dence, 1978), which is sufficiently thin not to cause any reduction of

amplitudes. 0n these grounds, a considerable degree of optimism can be

attached to aì I the conclusions made in this study.
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APPEND I X

PROGRAI4 TRACE

The seismic model I ing throughout this thesis was made possible

through the use of the computer program called TRACE. The main func-

tion of this program is to compute traveltimes and the corresponding

ampl itude and phase of all arrivals. Unlike the rrshooting" and the

"bending" methods of ray path calculation which involve iterative pro-

cedures in one way or the other, the method used by the program is rel-

atively straightforward. ln this method, the starting point(source)

and the initiaì direction of the ray are specified, and the ray path

caìculation is done in steps of time-increment. The time-increment

generalìy depends on the scaìe of the model and the complexity of the

structure; more complex structures require short time-increment. This,

however, results in long computing time and more computer storage.

Besides, for the same number of interfaces, more rays will be required

to map a complicated structure than a simple ìayered one. All these

effects ultimately add up to make ray path calculation of a compìicated

structure rather expens ive.

The computation procedure begins with the construction of a

2-dimensional rectangular grid, horizontal axis stands for distance(x),

and verticaì axis (positive downward) stands for depth(z). The grid is

usually uniformly spaced with respect to the x-axis, but the vertical

spacing will depend on the thickness of the layers in the structure.

Thus, the geological boundaries (seismic interfaces) wi I I be constructed

by specifying the position of the boundary at each grid point. This

process will be repeated for each boundary in the structure. For a
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re-compì icated structure, very closely spaced grid points wi ì I be

quired, i.e., more input data shouìd be fed to the computer.

Once the structure Ís constructed in the above manner, the next step

will be to include the P-wave veìocity in the model. This is done

again by supplying the P-wave velocity at each grid point. For each

grid point there will be two velocity values, one for the uiper medium

and another one for the ìower medium. A sample input data is shown in

Figure(Al). The velocity between grid points is determined by interpo-

ìating the values at the grid poinEs. The interpolation procedure is

facilitated through the use of a special subroutine based on cubic

spì i nes.

The last set of input data contains the source position, initial

direction of the ray, time increment, number of rays required to map a

given interface, and the type of ray(reflected, refracted, multiples,

etc, ). This part will be repeated as many times as'the number of in-

terfaces in the model.

The output of the program is a plot showing the geological structure

with ray paths (Figure A2) and the necessary information for generat¡ng

synthetic seismograms. The data includes the travel time, geophone

position, ampì itude, phase, and ray type. A separate program cal led

SYNART utilizes this data to generate the synthetic seismogram of the

given model as shown in Figure (n¡).
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